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May Open Faculty Meeting College 
S P Draft To tudent ress Survey 
Dillingham Answers Questions 
"I remember in 1938 when it 
was 54 below zero." Commenting 
on the cold weather and Ithaca 
College was president, Howard 
Dillingham, at a press conference 
for members of the student press 
last Monday_ 
The faculty meeting, something 
all of us hear about but never 
see, was discussed. The question 
of whether reporters would be 
allowed to cover these meetings 
was raised and Dr. Dillingham in-
dicated he was agreeable to such 
a proposal and would seek out 
faculty views at the next faculty 
meeting_ President Dillingham 
also intends to discuss the possi-
bility of having an Ithaca College 
Day sometime this Spring, This 
would be a day without classes, 
announced at the President's 
whim. 
Board of Trustees. 
Construction on the new per-
forming arts building is on sched-
ule and should be completed by 
June 1968, barring any unforsee-
able delay. Dr. Dillingham also 
mentioned that equipment for 
the new television and radio stu-
dios would be completely new 
when installed in the new center. 
Polls of college and university 
student opinion regarding the 
Draft were released today by 
the United States National Stu-
dent Association (USNSA). This 
weeknd in Washington, D.C. the! 
results will be presented to a 
closed-door conference of leaders 
from a wide variety of youth and 
student organizations who will i 
be looking for a unified support I 
for an alternative to the present 
Selective Service System. 
"The results of campus-wide 1 
referenda on over twenty cam-· 
puses were strikingly consistent,'' I 
announced Mr. Eugene Groves, 
President of USNSA. I 
More than 90 percent of 
American students feel that 
that a nation can be justi, 
fied in conscripting its citi-
zens into the military. J 
. More than 70 percent of 
American students are not 
satisfied with the present 
Selective Service System. 
More than 70 percent of 
American students would 
prefer to have non-military 
service, e.g. Peace Corps, 
VISTA, Teachers Corps, as 
an equal alternative to mili-
tary service. 
Over 60 percent of Ameri-
can students do not feel that 
students should be defered 
just because they are sfu-, 
dents. 
Jean Hous1toru Lecture 
On Psychedelic Drug§ 
by Allan Hyman 
Jean Houston 
Jean Houston, co-author of 
"The Varieties of Psychedelic 
Experience" and the director of 
the Foundation for Mind Re-
search will lecture to Ithaca Col-
lege on Tuesday, February 14 at 
8:15 in the Rec. Room. 
Her lecture will aim at provid-
ing the listener with a very full 
understanding of just what psy-
chedelic drugs do, in what ways 
they are of value, and how it is 
that they "provide the best ac-
cess yet to the processes and 
contents of the human mind." On 
psychedelic drugs, Jean Houston 
takes a realistic, but optimistic 
position, based on her own work. 
Avoiding starry-eyed claims and 
fiery denunciations, she affirms 
and details the importance of LSD 
research while remaining fully 
aware of the 'social and other 
dangers presented by uncon-
trolled drug use. 
With her husband, R. E. L. 
The question of national fra-
ternities was again brought up. 
Dr. Dillingham stated that al-
though he was a fraternity mem-
ber in his undergraduate days, he 
would not recommend that social 
fraternities at IC affiliate 
with the nationals. "There is 
still a good deal of prejudice and 
The mail situation, which has 
been a constant problem, will be 
eased slightly with the addition 
of a mail sorting room in the 
West Tower. A problem with mail 
in the Terrace Dorms was ex-
plained by Dr. Dillingham. When 
plans for the Terrace Dorms were 
submitted, mail box locations 
were to be provided in the new 
dining room. However, the post 
office informed the college that 
they would deliver mail to each 
dorm. When the time for mail 
delivery came this fall, it was 
learned that since the college had 
a post office sub-station on cam-
pus, the post office was not re-
quired to deliver mail to each 
dorm. 
Parking, another problem in 
the school, will be looked into 
by President Dillingham after re-
ports of cars being towed away 
by mistake or for failure to pay 
parking tickets on the campus. 
Cornell To Sponsor 
Viet Nam Program 
Masters, she has written a book 
on p s y c h e d e 1 i c experience, 
which is the first comprehensive 
study of the effects of LSD on 
human personality. In addition to 
her own extensive work with 
LSD, she has trained psychiatrists 
and clinical psychologists in the 
the techniques and management 
of psychedelic drug sessions. 
In her book, Dr. Houston dis-
cusses the drug-state religious ex-
perience, the pitfalls of unsuper-
vised sessions with LSD. She 
further explains and weighs the 
ability of drug therapy to alter 
and improve the self-image of al-
coholics, homosexuals, anxiety-
ridden persons, and other men-
tally and emotionally disturbed 
individuals. 
discriminaton in the national fra-
ternities," he explained. Until 
the nationals prove otherwise, Dr. 
Dillingham would not make a fa-
vorable recommendation to the 
Ithacan To Cover 
(Continued on page 2) More than 40 colleges and uni-
versities will be represented at a 
National Student Conference on 
Viet Nam at Cornell University 
Feb. 15-18. 
IC Represented On 
Madem.oiselle Board The conference, sponsored by the Executive Board of Cornell 
Student Government, "is de-
chosen to become Guest Editors. signed to provide an opportunity 
To win one of these positions, for intelligent criticism or ad-
a Board member must submit a vocacy of United States policy in 
second entry that shows superior Viet Nam," according to . Mark 
How can a college student gain 
practical experience in magazine 
publishing? Mademoiselle maga-
Zine has a unique program-its 
College Board-that enables wo-
men students to participate in the 
magazine's many activities. This 
year Ithaca College will be repre-
sented on the Mademoiselle Col-
lege Board ·by Pamela Davis '68. 
Each College Board member 
will have an opportunity to con-
tribute to Mademoiselle and help 
the magazine keep abreast ~f 
campus trends. College Board 
members report regularly on 
events at their colleges, research 
articles and help Mad~oiselle 
fashion editors select models for 
college fashion features. Each 
girl will remain on the Col-
lege Board until she graduates. 
During this time, she will accu-
mulate a ,professional portf otio 
of work submitted to Mademoi-
selle which may well be valuable 
to her in finding a challenging 
job after graduation. 
Once a student has been· select-
ed for the College Board, she is 
eligible to compete for Mademor. 
selle'a 20 grand prizes. Each year, 
20 of the Board members are 
aptitude for magazine work. A. Belnick, conference chau-man. 
The 20 Guest ~tors spend Among the speakers will be 
the month of June ID New York four noted political scientists-
as _salaried employees ?f ~ade- Wesley Fishel of Michiga':1 State 
mo1selle. They help write, illus- University · Marcus Raskin, co-
trate and edit Mademoiselle's director of the Center for Policy 
August college issue, sharing of- Studies in Washington; Milton I. 
fices with the magazine's regular Sacks of Brandeis University and 
editors. They interview well- Robert Browne of Fairleigh Dick-
known personalities and repre- inson University. 
sent. ~e magazine on visits to Another speaker will be Mrs. 
pub1f~hing hous:s, stores an~. ad- Pat Griffith of Ithaca, one of four 
vertismg agencies. In addition, US women who recently visited 
they are photographed for the H. · . 
August issue and receive special anoi .. 
consideration for future staff po- Belruck noted that the . dele-
sitions with Mademoiselle and gates to the conference will be 
other Conde Nast publications. sent by the student governments 
of their schools, empowered to 
approve or disapprove any reso-
lution which comes out of the 
Joko of the Weok conference. 
One of the principal . goals of 
What goes ha, ho, ha,--thud? the conference is to draft a reso-
lution on the U.S. role in Viet 
Nam which reflects the main-
stream of thought on the na-
A man laughing his hood offl tion's campuses. 
Thanks Marty • • • Delegates will travel to Cornell 
from all sections of the country, 
including California, Minnesota 
and North Carolina. 
Another feature of the four-day 
program will be a series of dis-
cussion groups led by members of 
of the Cornell faculty on topics 
ranging from "U.S. Foreign Policy 
in Light of Vietnamese History" 
to the question, "Who Is The Real 
Aggressor in Viet Nam?" 
Other speakers will include 
Nonnan Birnbaum of the New 
School for Social Research, New 
York and Urie Bronfenbrenner, 
a Co~ell faculty member noted 
for his work in the field of U.S.-
Soviet relations. 
Chemung Valley Pageant 
Open To Ithaca Co-eds 
Every girl dreams of being is representing _t?e ~lub on cam-
. b pus Other qualifications are: age 
Miss America,_ and. every . oy 18-28, high school diploma, un-
dreams of dating l\'bss Amenca. married, poise, personality and 
Look around you, for the doors intelligence. Miss Chemung Val-
are now open to Ithaca College ley will represent the area of 
girls to compete in a preliminary Tompkins, Tioga, and Chemung 
contest towards that title. counties,_ however, she need not 
The Miss Chemung Valley be a resident. 
Pageant, sponsored by the El- Four girls from I~aca Colle_ge 
mira Optimist Club, is to be have captured t?e title of ~ss 
held in Elmira on April 8. Ith- New York Sta~e m the last eight-
aca College girls may enter. The een yca:s, Julie J~st, an IC dra-
winner of this contest will go ma m~Jor, was Miss New York 
on to contend for Miss New York State m _ 1964. S~e placed 11th 
State She will also be awarded in the Miss America pageant, and 
a tr~phy, flowers, a crown, a also won the best talent_ award. 
ribbon a $200 scholarship, a $200 The application deadhne for 
wardr~be, and an all-expense paid the preliminary pageant is Feb-
trip to Olean, where the state ruary 15. 
pageant will be held. If anyone is interested in any 
The Elmira Optimist Club is further information or _wishes _to 
looking for "exceptionally tal- apply, they may write: M1~s 
ented and attractive girls . . . America, Box H-37, South Hill 
girls that fit the Miss America Campus, or call Joe Bogardus at 
mold," said Joe Bogardus, who 3593. 
The drug movement of cam-
puses elsewhere, and the grow-
ing black market that supplies 
it, are additional topics covered 
in the book. 
Jean Houston is a former stage 
actress, a graduate of Barnard 
College and holds her doctorate 
degree from Columbia University. 
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Why y OUl Should rake Gippe 
Dr. Cecil W. Morgan, Dean of 
the College of Health and Physi-
cal Education contributed this 
article to Skyline :Magazine an 
Ithaca College publication. We 
feel it will answer many ques-
tions students have raised con-
cerning the GIPPE program. 
"I feel better." "It's lots of 
fun." "I'm learning to swin1." "I 
like the other guys in the class." 
These are some of the responses 
received from students when they 
were asked what they thought 
about our GIPPE program. GIPPE 
stands for General Instruction 
Proram In Physical Education. 
All students at Ithaca College are 
now required to take it during 
their freshman and sophomore 
years. Their overall reaction has 
been favorable. 
How can three hours per week 
of the student's time be justified 
in the gymnasium, pool, or on 
the field, when there is so much 
to be learned and so many other 
things to do? 
In Physical Education we be-
lieve that our responsibility is to 
contribute to the health of each 
student, since it is the whole stu-
dent who goes to college. Better 
student health is approached in 
many ways. The Health Center, 
with its fine staff, practices "pre-
ventive" health care. The food 
service provides well balanced, 
nutritious food. Physical Educa-
tion contributes by providing in-
struction in interesting and chal-
lenging activities through GIPPE, 
plus intramurals and intercol-
legiate competition and recrea-
tional activities. 
The College's overall rum is to 
prepare the student for an effec-
tive career and for constructive, 
imaginative participation in so-
ciety. Good health and physical 
fitness are logical and necessary 
starting points. 
First of all, physical vitality 
promotes intellectual vitality and 
contributes to academic perform-
ance. Physical vigor and skills en-
hance personal resources for 
social and civic endeavor. In 
short, physical fitness is an es-
sential part of a balanced and 
productive life. 
The stresses of college life 
have been intensified in recent 
years. Competition to get into 
and stay in college is keener. 
Class loads are heavy and subject 
matter is increasingly difficult, 
requiring more study and re-
search. Maintaining good health 
and emotional stability requires 
strength, stamina and vitality and 
intelligent personal habits. 
Our medical achievements, our 
health standards, our facilities 
. for recreation and our attain-
ment of sports records are bet-
ter than at any other time in 
history. Yet, our scientific and 
technological advances of today 
-while bringing ease to living-
deprive us of needed physical 
activity. Youth is affected par-
ticularly by the push button gad-
gets and other devices tending 
toward habits of inactivity. 
Today, the old, formalized, dull 
type of drills in physical educa-
tion are out the window. The 
shift in emphasis has been from 
effort to interest. The stress is on 
education through the physical 
rather than on the physical. Near-
ly all our GIPPE classes are con-
ducted on a coeducational basis. 
The revelation that youth in 
the United States was soft and 
flabby compared to European 
youth underscored the need for 
a tougher activity program. Such 
programs in schools and colleges 
are paying off countrywide. Itha-
ca's GIPPE program, too, pays 
dividends to students in better 
fitness, more skills, improved 
stamina, better appearance, les-
sened tensions, and increased 
capacity to study and learn. 
Michigan Offers 
European Study 
For Credit 
Michigan State University has 
added two credit courses in poli-
tical science to its European 
study program next summer. 
The new courses will be taught 
in London, England, by a pro-
fessor-in-residence from MSU's 
Department of Political Science, 
and will carry a total of nine term 
hours_ of credit. 
The political science classes are 
in addition to the regular lang-
uage courses normally offered by 
MSU's American Language and 
Educational Center (AMLEC) in 
various European cities. 
"Theories of Cooperative Poli-
tics" will feature comparative 
cross-cultural analyses of political 
systems, specifically covering po-
litical structures, functions, cul-
tures, parties, groups, stability 
and change. "Sp~al For~gn 
Area Studies" will deal with se-
lected European political sys-
tems, and will focus on political 
processes and political behavior. 
The regular AMLEC language 
program, now in its sixth year, 
has a full slate of courses sched-
uled through next summer. Fall, 
winter and spring programs fea-
ture courses in French at Paris, 
France, and Neuchatel and Lau-
sanne, Switzerland. 
The European summer session, 
including the course in London, 
will begin July 3, 1967, and con-
tinue through Aug. 18, 1967. 
Credit language courses will be 
taught by professors-in-residence 
at Paris, Madrid and Cologne. 
Additional information on 
either the political science or 
language courses can be obtained 
from the AMLEC office, 58-A 
Kellogg Center, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Mich. 
18 Seems To Be Old Enough Colleges 
Diverse 
On Draft 
A national survey conducted 
by Moderator Magazine shows 
that there is a significant amount 
of political support for giving 
the right to vote to eighteen, 
nineteen and twenty year old 
American citizens. 
According to the survey, all 
recent candidates for national 
political office favor the 18 year 
old v9te. These include: Presi-
dent Johnson, Late President 
Kennedy. Former President Eis-
enhower, Late President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt, Vice-President 
Opera star, Miss Grace Bumbry Humphrey, Former Vice-Presi-
Blue Series 
Opens Wed. 
The Blue Concert Series begins 
on Wednesday, February 15, wi'th 
Mezzo-Soprano opera star, Grace 
Bumbry. The program will begin 
at 8:15 in Ford Music Auditorium. 
Series tickets are still available 
for all Blue Concerts at $4.00 and 
single admission for this concert 
is $1.50, for students. 
lVliss Bumbry made her tele-
vision debut at the age of seven-
teen on the Arthur Godfrey show, 
but it has been only in the last 
few years that she has jumped 
to the front rank of America's 
operatic personalities. 
She appeared at the Bayreuth 
Festival in Germany as Venus in 
"Tannhaeuser" (the first Negro 
singer ever to appear there). Af-
ter her portrayal of Carmen at 
the Paris Opera, she was asked 
to appear in a command perform-
ance at the Whtie House, at the 
expr:ess request of Mrs. John 
Kennedy. 
She has appeared in many of 
the world's great opera houses, 
climaxing her operatic career 
with her debut at the New York 
Metropolitan Opera House. On 
that occasion, she sang the role 
of the Princess Eboli in Verdi's 
"Don Carlo," and Alan Rich of 
the New York Herald Tribune 
wrote: "A beautiful, tall striding 
woman with innate dramatic flair, 
Miss Bumbrey filled Verdi's musi-
cal lines wtih creative fire . . . an 
exciting, magnetic, dynamic sing-
er!" 
In the 1967-68 season, :Miss 
Bumbrey is scheduled to bring 
her portrayal of Carmen to the 
stage of the new Met in New 
York. 
The New York Times in sum-
ming up the review of Miss Bum-
bry said: "She has all the quali-
ties that make an opera star-
personal beauty, a remarkable 
voice and acting temperament. 
Miss Bumbry was equal to any-
thing, and it was difficult to tell 
which was more impressive the 
glitter of her high notes, the 
solid impact of her middle and 
dent Nixon, Late Ambassador 
Adlai Stevenson, Former Senator 
Barry Goldwater, Former Repre-
sentative William l'r1iller. 
Of the twenty-one governors 
questioned, only three expressed_ 
opposition to the 18 year old 
vote. 
Five U.S. Senators told Moder-
ator that they opposed the idea, 
while forty-one admitted that 
th~y were in favor of it. 
One hundred and twenty-five 
members of the U.S. House of 
Representatives endorsed the 18 
year old vote. Only eighteen 
said that they were opposed. 
Marine To Land 
On L C. Campus 
Marine Captain Donald Fullen 
the Officer Selection Officer will 
visit the campus on February 15-
16 between the hours of 10:00 
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to discuss the 
Marine Corps Officer training 
programs available to college stu-
dents and interview those inter-
ested. 
Captain Fullen points out that 
all Marine training in the under-
graduate programs (Platoon Lead-
ers Class), is done during the 
summer with no interference dur-
ing the school year. Other fea-
tures includes possible starting 
nwnthly pay up to $574.18 for 
ground officers and $713.18 for 
pilots, selection of training either 
as a M.arine pilot or Marine 
ground officer; and the assurance 
of a commission with immediate 
assignment to active duty upon 
graduation. The Platoon Leaders 
Class (Ground) and Platoon Lead-
ers Class (Aviation) programs are 
available to freshmen, sopho-
mores and juniors . 
Captain Fullen also states that 
for the college senior the Marine 
Corps offers a commission upon 
successful completion of a ten 
week Officer Candidate Course. 
Again, the option of selecting 
ground or aviation training is 
provided. 
Moderator also received l"eplles 
from 415 student government 
officers. Only 37 of these were 
not in favor of the proposal. 
It seems very strange that such 
a widely supported idea has not 
been put into effect or at least 
given more serious attention. 
Philip Wardell, editor of Mod-
erator, pointed out that almost 
all state and' national politic~ans 
have refused to campaign openly 
for the 18 year old vote. 
FACULTY MEETINGS 
(Continued from '[)<1,Ue 1) 
An announcement was made 
that graduate school enrollment 
would increase to about 150 next 
fall and eventually increase to 
450 over the next few years. The 
undergraduate enrollment how-
ever would remain at 3100. 
An increase in the number of 
courses to be offered during the 
summer will permit students to 
accelerate in their programs. The 
hope was expressed by Dr. Dill-
ingham that before long enough 
summer courses would be offered 
to enable the student to complete 
his studies in three years if he 
desired. However, this is not to 
say that the college is considering 
a trimester system at this time. 
The laundry, which has long 
been a question on this campus, 
is now open for bids from various 
establishments. The president de-
nied that fact that a contract had 
been given to Petrillose. The loca-
tion of the new facilities is still 
under discussion. 
A final note on the new calen-
dar was discussed. The faculty 
was in favor of this new calendar 
as well as most of the students. 
It was noted that grades im-
proved this past semester but the 
drop-out rate increased. 
College 
Library 
Last November USNSA issued 
a call for campuswide referenda 
on . the relation of the colleges 
and universities to the Draft and 
on various alternatives to the 
Selective Service System. "We 
worked especially hard to assure 
a wide diversity of types of col-
leges and universities in the poll-
ing sample," said Groves. "In this 
regard we were very successful. 
The diversity of the schools re. 
sponding makes the consistency 
of the results even more impres-
sive." 
Campuswide referenda were 
held at: Harvard University, Sim-
mons College, City College of 
New York, University of Minne-
sota, Goucher College, Brown Uni. 
versity, San Francisco College 
for Women, Valparaiso Univer. 
sity, Stetson College, Marquette 
University, Westmar College, 
Edgewood College of the Sacred 
Heart, University of Connecticut, 
Belarmine College, Mercyhurst 
College, College of Wooster, Sl 
Mary's College, Bennington Col-
lege, Wartburg College, and the 
University of Michigan. 
Twenty-three campuses with a 
total student population of 99,000 
have been included in USNSA sta. 
tistics. Approximately 31 %, or 
30,500 of these students actually 
voted. 
Another ten campuses con-
ducted a survey or referendum, 
but the statistics could not be 
compiled in this sampling because 
of widely varying questions. · 
Student Gov't. 
Executive Committee discussed 
further plans for the Student 
Government which will be at 
the end of February. Also the 
possibility of Student Govern-
ment paying for repairs on the 
Dating Lounge was discussed. A 
final decision will be made after 
Miss Staz returns with her re-
The I.C. library spends $100,000 port. 
every year on new books, peri- M.G.B. is planning on meeting 
odicals, and microforms. An ad· with the House Councils of the 
ditional $5,000 is spent for re- men's dorms to discuss any prob-
binding old books and binding lems they might have. 
periodicals. The exact amount W.G.B. is sponsoring a Cancer 
of the budget which is alloted to Film on Feb. 21, at 7:30 in the 
each departlnent varies accord· Lower Lecture Hall of the Sci· 
ing to the immediate needs of the ence Building. Also all the girl's 
particular department for any complexes will be allowed to 
given years. Although some de· have their monthly House open-
partments receive more books in ing from 12 to 6 and the girls 
one year, distribution is expected can decide how long they wish 
to even out over a period of to remain open. 
several years so that all depart- 1.F.C. is clarifying the present 
ments will eventually receive rules concerning quiet hours in 
equal allotments of library funds. the Frats, due to several com· 
When professors from the dif- plaints a.bout noise. 
Chemistry Grant Awarded lower voice range or the ease 
Mr. Hughes will work under a with which she moved throughout 
earlier grant from the Research the full range of her voice." 
Corporation. 
Ithaca College has received a 
grant of $11,652 from the Petro-
leum Reserach Fund in support 
of a project designed to stimu-
late student interest in graduate 
study and to improve the qualifi-
cations of such · students. The 
Petroleum Research Fund is ad-
ministered by the A m e r i c a n 
Wells College seems to be the 
Finger Lakes 1967 College Bowl 
entry. They will appear on the 
T.V. show April 2nd. 
ferent departments submit lists GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE and 
of books for the library to order, Mr. Light are checking into the 
these books are ordered as soon problem of buzzers or phones in 
as possible. If the budget for a the girls' complexes. Heat in Li-
particular department has been brary-have to wait until next 
exhausted and there are still un- year. 
Chemical Society. ~i~~~:; '' ,~,;.,/~:.\!, 
:~I.f.i!E.'?:~tf Jf ~: :_,,;J~'-Al~~} : : · 
graduate students during summer -A,:""'~~,2.;,:·, :.::· 
periods of from ten to twelve r' . ' ; , .. •,. •' .. · 
weeks. · 
Three students plan to be on 
campus during the coming sum-
mer workings with Prof. Koch on 
the overall research program. 
They are Andrew Kielbania, soph-
omore; William Schwab, junior; 
and David Hughes, senior. Mr. 
Klelbania, will work under the 
new grant, while Mr. Schwab and 
One of the grants recipients, 
Bill Schwab. 
Music Professor Benson 
To Introduce New Works 
for oboe and English horn, with 
winds, brass and percussion pre-
sented by the band last spring. 
Also appearing under the aus-
pices of the project is a new 
book by Benson, "A Creative 
Approach to Developing Musician• 
ship." Prof. Benson has stated 
that the book treats the teaching 
of the fundamentals of music 
ordered books, these books are CONSTITUTION E VA L U A• 
not forgotten but are ordered as TION COMMITTEE - Jim wash· 
soon as the funds are available. 
The library currently orders 
about 1,000 books each month, 
and an average of 860 new books 
are catalogued each month. 
Since July 1, 1966 to date 5,506 
new volumes have been added to 
our collection and 2,318 books 
have been recatalogued. 
ington presented a full report 
to Congress and we approved the 
Constitution of the Math Club. 
Orientation Committee will 
have a meeting on Feb. 21 for all 
interested in working. Posters 
will be up about time and place. 
Two new works by Warren 
Benson, composer - in - residence 
and professor of music at Ithaca 
College will be introduced this 
month. The first is a concerto 
for tuba, with ·winds, brass and 
percussion, entitled ''Hellx." The 
concerto will have its premiere 
at the Music Educators National 
Conference in Boston Feb. 12 in 
a concert by the Ithaca High 
School Band under the direction 
of Frank L. Battisti Guest soloist 
with the band will be the noted 
tuba player of the New York 
Brass Quintet, Harvey Phillips 
for whom ''Helix" was composed. 
through the approach of the 20th .-------------. 
century composer. Emphasis is an 
OLD BUSINESS-Dan Kar· 
son presented a full report from 
Miss Staz concerning the Dating 
Lounge. Tb() money for repairs 
will be provided by the Admin-
istration and work will begin 
shortly. 
This is the second concerto of 
Benson's which the Ithaca High 
School Band has premiered, the 
previous one being ''Recuerdo," 
original composition for all stu-
dents, regardless of their musi-
cal background. It is the result 
of three years teaching experi-
ence under the Ford Foundation 
Grant, two at Ithaca College and 
one at the Interlachen Arts Acad· 
emy. 
Rock Hudson and Natalie 
will not be In Scamper's but 
they very might well be in 
tho audience. WIii you? 
NEW BUSINESS - M.G.B, is 
checking into the possibility of 
allowing girls in the boys' dorms 
similar to the Proposal of 
W.G.B. 
Student Governntentt 
Cornnientary 
by Jeff Faulker 
(First of a 2 Part Series) 
Every week in the Ithacan the minutes of Student Govern-
ment are published for the benefit of the student body. Yet of 
those who do ,take ~he t_ime to read the minutes, how many 
actually know what 1s gomg on, and what S.G. actually is and 
what its functions are? 
This two part report is an attempt to inform the student 
body as to what their student g;overnment really is. 
S.G. is divided into two mam bodies, the Executive Com-
mittee, and Congress. The Executive committee is made up of 
the student body president, vice president, treasurer, recording 
and corresponding secretaries, the congress chairman, ( in a non-
voting capacity) and the presidents of M.G.B., W.G.B., and 
I.F.C. 
The function of the Exec. Comm., while not specifically 
enumerated in the constitution, is one of evaluating the specific 
problems regarding campus life. Situations which are a cause of 
concern to the studen·t body are discussed, and then the 
problems with their proposed solutions are presented to congress 
for approval. 
Recent topics discussed in the Exec. meetings have been 
the problem with the Ithacan editorship succession, and Harpur 
College's "co-ed" dorms. The Exec. Comm., has also set up a 
book exchange by which students who have books to sell, or 
desire to buy certain publications can leave their name in a 
master index file. This file contains books for sale, and hooks 
wanted by students. It is set up with the express idea of facili-
tating the finding of certain books, and a market for ,those 
wantmg to sell books. 
The file contains names of people and books only. The Exec. 
Comm. docs not buy or sell the books themselves. They merely 
provide a centralized place for the exchange of books. All 
business transactions are conducted by the interested parties 
themselves, and not by the Exec. Comm. 
Another service the committee is performing is "dittoing" 
anything a student wants duplicated. The student has to pur-
chase die stencils, paper, and set the stencil himself, then the 
committee will see that it is "dittoed" at no charge. 
Congress is also divided into smaller committees where 
much of the work is done. These committees are: Tutorial, 
Grievance, Constitution evaluation, Orientation,- United Fund, 
and the el,ectoral committee. Included under the wing of the 
main body are M.G.B., W.G.B., I.F.C., and Student Court. 
These committees make weekly reports to the main body at 
every meeting. 
Congress itself acts as an overseer to these committees 
acting on their reports. It also assigns certain tasks to the in-
dividual committee involved. 
This year congress has approved two constitutions, one of 
them being their own, the other being that of the Political 
Science Club. Rieht now the constitution for the Math Club 
is on the floor. X-f .G.B.'s constitution was also approved this 
semester. 
Congress has appointed Deiter Scherer as head of the orien-
tation committee. Congress hopes to keep frosh orientation a 
more uniform procedure instead of the two day fiasco that 
occurred this falL It is hoped that with congress in charge the 
same will not occur. 
Congress occupies itself with other routine matters that 
don't need publicity, since they are internal matters. They 
ascertain the need for different committees, set the rules for 
representation in congress, approve funds for different activities 
connected with the various committees, and other small items 
that help this organization function more smoothly. 
Congress does not receive much publicity for what they 
actually clo. Many things are small and only involve minority 
groups on campus such as the "Fast for Peace" incident. 
Congress asked why a non-college organization was being 
allowed to use college facilities. Mr. Leland Spangler, Director 
of the Union was asked to come in and tell why this was being 
allowed. After being given a satisfactory answer, congress 
dropp_~d the matter. 
Danger lo Be 
Remedied 
The corridor on the first floor 
of the Arts and Science build· 
ing is undergoing experimenta-
tion to find a practical way to fill 
in the channels between the ce-
ment slabs. Several persons have 
received sprained ankles because 
of these gaps. 
Various substances have been 
tested to discover which one will 
bet hold up under constant use, 
retain the original "grid" effect, 
and compliment the brick walls. 
Since the flooring, resting on a 
sand base, moves with pressure 
and weather changes, the sub-
stance chosen must have an elas-
tic qaulity. 
Mr. Herren, Director of College 
Properties, feels that stone chips 
covered by torginol, a clear 
liquid plastic, may be the answer. 
However, no final decision can be 
made until the combination of 
materials has been further 
studied. 
Missing 
Furniture 
by Paula Silbey 
Conflicting reports concerning 
the stealing of furniture from 
the Terrace Complex have been 
circulating on campus. According 
to rumors, chairs and bureau 
drawers had been taken from 
Dorms 13 and 14 during the 
Christmas vacation. 
When questioned about the 
rumor, Ben Light, Secretary of 
the college, originally stated, "I 
haven't heard of anything being 
stolen over Chrisbnas." Later in 
the conversation the Secretary 
commented, "I don't know who 
made off with them" "[chairs and 
drawers.] 
Continuing, Mr. Light explained 
that furniture may have been 
"misplaced" and blames the mis-
placement on a mistake in order-
ing. Incorrect ordering resulted 
in the wrong color furniture be-
ing sent to the complex, and the 
manufacturer had to change the 
stain of wood. In the shipping 
and moving from dorm to dorm, 
some furniture may have been 
"lost." 
Keuka Coeds 
Tutoring 
Twenty.five Keuka College stu-
dents are working during the 
winter and spring quarters as 
tutors in cooperation with the 
Penn Yan schools. 
While this does not seem to be an important issue, it does 
demonstrate the willingness of congress to keep an eye on s·tudent 
affairs, and to protect the student body when an issue is brought 
to their attention. Congress, while being laughed at by non-
interested students, docs serve a vital role to the Ithaca com-
munity. Congress welcomes anyone interested in its affairs, and 
keeps the doors open duri!]g__@ meetings. The purpose of the program, 
initiated and sponsored by the 
congress and Provisional Council of the Keuk:a 
Next Week: THE COMMITTEES 
A look at the different committees serving 
the student body. How and why they function. 
Math Grants 
Three Ithaca College math 
majors have been chosen by the 
Math Department faculty for out-
standing academic achievement, 
especially in mathematics. The 
winners include Jeffrey BrOido, a 
sophomore, Carol Desch, a junior, 
and Judith Almond, a senior. 
The award consists of payment 
of dues for a one year member-
ship in the Mathematical Associ-
ation of America and a one year 
subscription to Tho American 
Mathematfcal Monthly. This hon-
or was announced January 31, 
by Dr. Robert Bryan, Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics, at a 
gathering of students Interested 
in forming a math club. 
After the award announcement, 
David Hughes, a senior chemistry 
major, gave an informative talk 
concerning programming and 
computor language. 
Best Dressed 
Contest Well 
Underway 
by Dara Aronson 
The Executive Committee Meet-
ing, held on January 31, approved 
of Glamour magazine's "Ten Best-
dressed College Girls" contest for 
1967, which is being sponsored by 
College Church, is to offer aca-
demic and empathetic assistance 
on a one-to.one-basis. The stu-
dents volunteer their services 
and transportation is provided by 
the Chapel Offering fund. Tutors 
will meet with their assigned 
pupils for an hour or two each 
week for fifteen weeks. 
Students in Penn Yan desir-
ing and needing such help will be 
assigned by the staff of the Penn 
Yan schools. The girls at the 
the Ithacan. At the February sec- college have received training 
from experienced tutors from 
last year's program, members of 
the Keuk:a College Education De-
ond Congress meeting, Bob Schu-
macher, chairman of the Election 
Committee, announced that elec-
tion for the contest would be 
held on February 23. Voting will partment faculty, and from Mrs. 
be held on Election Day in the Rita Knapp and Mr. Philip Mc-
Union lobby between the hours Innis of the Penn Yan School sys-
of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Candidates tem. The tutors are working in 
for the contest may be nomi- close cooperation wtih the pupil's 
nated by one or several organi-
zations. All nominations must be regular teachers. Keuka Col-
sub:mitted to the lthocan by 5 lege is a member of the College 
p.m. February 12. Center of the Finger Lakes. 
Capt. Nancy Wiseman 
P/f o's To Hear 
Capto Wiseman 
Captain Nancy Lee Wiseman, 
Air Force Medical Specialist Se-
lection Officer for Occupatio!lal 
and Physical Therapists, USAF 
Recruiting Service, Randolph Air 
Force Base, Texas will be avail-
able to interested female student 
Physical Therapist from the 
Sophomore and Junior classes at 
Ithaca College on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 14th. This visit is primarlly 
for those students interested in 
the air force sponsored student 
physical therapist program. 
Captain Wiseman is a native of 
Charleston, West Virginia. She 
received a BS in education from 
Morris Harvey College in Charles-
ton. She then attended physical 
therapy school at Northwestern 
University in Chicago, Ill., where 
she received a certificate in Phys-
ical therapy. 
Concert Band 
To Perform 
In Ann Arbor 
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by Steve Schiffman 
On Tuesday night, with the 
opening of SCAMPERS, a nearly 
"full house" saw the end of 
three hard weeks of rehearsals. 
About 100 people were involved 
in this year's presentation by the 
Oracle for the student grant. 
This year's offering is a musi-
cal written by two Ithaca college 
music majors, Bob Spear and 
John Federico. Students from 
all departments participated in 
the production, with, of course, 
many coming from the Drama 
Department and the School of 
Music. 
Last year Mary McLain danced 
in Scampers, this year she di-
rected the dancers. The choreog-
rapher has an important position, 
as the movement and expression 
of the dancers can be the deter-
mining factor in creating the 
mood of the scene. Mary has 
worked closely with Federico in 
working out the steps and actions, 
which add greatly to the show. 
While the dance must be beauti-
ful and graceful, at the same 
time it must not detract from 
the main action and theme of 
E. U o Bo Lecture 
"Giant Melody in Nature and 
Art" will be the EUB Guest Lec-
ture presented by Alan Hovhaness 
on Thursday, February 16, at 
8:15 p.m. in the recreation room. 
Early in his youth, Alan Hov-
haness began to write music. His 
first studies were at the New 
England Conservatory of Music 
and later he won a scholarship to 
study at Tanglewood. 
He continued studying and 
teaching at the Boston Conserva-
tory of Music and then later 
moved to New York where he re-
mained for several years, com-
posing scores for radio and tele· 
vision. 
In 1954 he composed the score 
for Clifford Odet's play, ''The 
Flowering Peach" and was com-
missioned by NBC to compose 
scores for documentary films 
called "Assignment India" and 
"Assignment South-East Asia." 
the play itself. Mary was assisted 
by Hon Annas. 
As the curtain closes after 
each performance, the audience 
acknowledges the actors and ac-
tresses on stage. However, in 
reality they arc a small minor-
ity of the people who actively 
work on the show. For example, 
there is a stage manager who 
from backstage runs the perform-
ance. This year, Geraldine Pal-
mer, a junior drama major fills 
that capacity. "Gerry," as she 
is known, comes from West Hart-
ford, Conn., and for as Jong as 
she can remember wanted to be 
in theatre. Doing mostly techni-
cal work, Gerry has gained the 
recognition of both faculty and 
students. As stage manager, she 
has complete authority of the 
action back stage. She must co-
ordinate the props, lights, set 
movement, costumes and give 
actors cues. It's an awesome job, 
and according to director Jeff 
Kramer, she does "a great job." 
Helping Gerry is Bob Gatto. 
Bob comes from New York City 
and is a sophomore in drama. 
Bob "kept book" during some of 
the rehearsals, writing down 
blocking and cues. He worked 
closely with Gerry, and handled 
some of the more masculine 
problems which develop. 
Maryanne Scala, called "Marv", 
is the costume mistress for 
Scampers. This was a big job, 
with such a large cast. She works 
with the director and set design-
er, seeing to it that the costumes 
fit the show, as well as the peo-
ple. Marv is a junior in Drama. 
"Props" is usually considered 
a tedious job, but for Eleanor 
Tompson it's been fun. There 
were many things in Scampers 
that were the responsibility of 
the prop crew; there were Big 
Louie's cigars, pills and guns, 
to name a few. 
Last week the climax came to 
the pre-production campaign 
when Big Louie, the star of 
Scampers, flew over the campus, 
dropping $3000 of "Scampers 
Money." About 100 students were 
fortunate enough to find the 
Lucky Bills and win free tick· 
ets to the show. 
MOVDIE !RIEVHIEW The Ithaca College Concert 
Band has been chosen to repre-
sent the East at the meeting of by Richard Gerdau 
the College Band Directors Na- A Fistful of Dollars is the title of the film that moved into 
tional Association on February 8• the Strand this week. It could also be taken to represent the 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. l f goa s o itself and two other pictures in town. "Fistful" is a 
At Ann Arbor the Band will western made in Spain and Italy in a myriad of languages ;ind 
play the first major performances poorly dubbed into English for its run in the States. It has al-
of several new compositions some ready been a box-office smash in Europe grossing seven million 
of which were previewed in (more than .Mary Pop-pins or Aly Fair lady did on the contin-
Ithaca in December. The program ent ). Why has it made so much? The film offers little more than 
will open with Professor Beeler's brutality ... but celluloid death is a big seller. 
arrangement of the Overture to One can catch more flies ( or dollars as the case may he) 
Dmitri Kabalevsky's opera ''Colas with honey however, and Follow, Me Boys at the State has kept 
Breugnon,'' which will be pub- this in mind. This tale of a small town scout master not only 
lished next month. The band will uses honey, but sugar, molasses, Sucaryl, and any other material 
perform "Symphony No. 1 for or artificial sweetener available. It's much too much to swallow. 
Band" by David Harry.. The Sound of Jl,fusic at the Temple, has made its saccharin 
Also to be heard is "Prisms" pill go down much easier. In doing so it has made quite a bit 
by the contemporary American- more than a fistfull of dollars, $42,500,000 to be exact. It now 
composer Morton Gould. "Prisms" stands as the all time box-office champ, edging out Gone With 
was commissioned by the Univer- The Wind by $1,300,000. They must be doing something right. 
sity of Michigan band for the Actually they're doing everything right, so nght that if you're 
1963 meeting of the CBDNA and used to going to the movies, you can pretty well guess exactly 
given reading at the time, but what's coming next. The difference between Sound of Music and 
this will be the first public per- Mary Poppins is that it is quite a bit longer, not as inventive, 
formance. and gives Julie Andrews a guitar instead of an umbrella. 
Donald Sinta, Instructor of Miss Andrews, as the would-be-nun who becomes the gov-
Music at I.C., will appear in the erness for Captain VonTrapp's seven children, is, as usual, de-
premiere of Walter Hartley's lightful in the musical numbers, and more than adequate when 
"Concerto for Saxophone and she's not singing ... she is, but the film isn't. Director Robert 
Band,'' a work commiSsioned by Wise (West Side Story) has included some magnificent shots of 
the Ithaca College Band for the the Austrian Alps, and has made Rogers' and Hammerstein's 
ensemble and Mr. Sinta. He has beautiful songs come alive in a most pleasing- manner. Once the 
premiered many compositions singing stops and the plotting starts one realizes that "Music's" 
written for him and is considered aim is to increase a lump in your throat as it decreases the 
one of the best saxophonists in lump in your wallet. (The Temple is getting $2.50 per seat). 
the country. This tale of the singing VonTrapps uses every stock device 
Hollywood can muster to make you sympathize with its un-
"Transylvania Fanfare" by War- realistic characters and situations. As it turns out, if you're 
ren Benson will be the closing over fifteen or under fifty, you won't care (or believe) what 
selection on the program. Ben- happens to who as long as they will start singing again and 
son, composer-in-residence at you get another look at the beautiful colors of Austria. At 
Ithaca College, wrote the con- Academy Award time last year "Music" won best picture, best 
cert march in 1953 for tbe Bre- director, and three others. But the prize that suits it best is its 
vard Music Center. number one position at the box-office. That's the one it tried 
The band will leave Ithaca on for most. 
February 6 and play at various Georgy Girl has moved from its hold over position at the 
schools in New York, Ohio and Temple to the Ithaca this week. That proves that, at the box-
Michigan on their way to Ann Temple to the Ithaca this week. That proves that, at the box-of-
Arbor. fice, if honesty isn't the best policy, at least it's an adequate one. 
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. FROM THE MAILROOM 
The Ithacan 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Thurs., Feb. 9-
4:00-History Dept., Sherry Hr. 
-Job. 
by Steve Schiffman 
It was snowing, and they came into the building to warm 
themselves for a moment. Only a few lights remained on, and 
the halls were eerie in the dimness. They stood there, holding 
hands, with -only the sound of their breaths disturbing the 
silence. Soon ,they heard footsteps at the other end of the hall. 
It sounded as if one man was walking, with something follow-
ing quickly at his heels. The stranger appeared, with a little 
boy just steps behind. 
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Editorials - -
Caught with Their Pants Down 
The spring rushing program has been under-
way for almost one week. The many rush 
parties already held have had only a fair at-
tendance. If this situation persists, it is diffi-
cult to imagine the fraternal organi_zations 
maintaining their present respected position. 
It should be obvious that the individual 
Greeks on campus, be it social or professional, 
have come to dominate Ithaca College's social 
functions and greatly influence student gov-
ernment. At the same time the Administra_tion 
in Job Hall has come to depend on the Greeks 
for a successful Parent's Weekend. 
If fraternities and sororities are to main-
tain their position, I F C must start represent-
ing its members. I F C has made no effort to 
encourage rushing. No information has been 
distributed to the student body and as a result 
an atmosphere conducive to misinformation 
has been created. 
I F C must act now to remedy this situ-
ation. It must print and distribute as soon 
as possible its official statement concerning 
rushing and pledging. 
Who Says We1 lle Dead? 
8:00-"Lord of the Flies" EUB 
Special film-adm. 75c. 
8:15-SCAl\lPERS - College 
Theatre--DeWitt Pk . 
Rush Parties-Delta Kappa 
Delta Phi Zeta 
Fri., Feb. 10-
4:00-I.F.C.A. Speech Tourney 
-E.U. 
6:30-V Hockey-Salen St-H 
6:30-F Wrestling-Cornell-A 
7:00-Jewish Sabbath Services 
-Bl02 
7:00-V Gymnastics-Montclair 
-A 
8:15-"SCAMPERS" - College 
Theatre 
DISPLAY-Patrick Henry, Son 
of Thun·der,E. Demarest Peterson, 
E.U. Lounge. 
Sat., Feb. 11-
8:00-LF.C.A. Speech Tourney 
-E.U. 
2:@-V Gymnastics-Trenton 
St-A 
3:00-V WresUing-Clarkson H 
5:00-V Hockey-Boston St-H 
The man was Negro, and apparently the night janitor 
of the building. He had work to do. Like all sons, the little boj 
wanted to see what "daddy does." And so, he had brought 
his son to watch. The two came closer to the couple, now frozen 
in silence. The man and the little boy walked into a large 
closet, .emerging with ·a large green plastic garbage can. The boy 
held up one side, and his father the other, and together the\ 
walked off. The boy wasn't much larger than the can, and i" 
was a sight seeing the boy attempting to keep pace with his 
father. 
Th~ couple looked at each other, and smiled. He whispered 
something to her, which she did not hear. Nevertheless, the tone 
of his voice made her smile, and she nodded with approval. She 
moved towards him, and kissed him on the cheek. 
They had seen so cl.early something that few people see a 
all. The unhampered relationship between father and son; too 
often lost in the rush of ·the day. The girl looked at him, and 
they both realized the significance of that moment. Their lives 
were just beginning, and they took an oath of love tha:t night 
The next morning he fell down a flight of stairs and died 
Drama Review 
6:30-F Basketball-Syracuse A by Robert Hults 
Fi B~OO-~ WreSUing-St. John This year's Scampers production wasn't what you would cal 
~:~~"SCAMPERS _ Colle e good but it was fun. Most people, attending the ~how, will re 
Th tr g member at least one part which they really en1oyed. Others 
:~O.:v Basketball-Alban St-A will re'?~mber the show_ as ~eing funny· even thou~h some of 
Y the wntl~ and production was not up to the typical Ithaca 
Sun., Feb. 12- · College Theater standards. . 
11:00-Catholic Masi-Ford Hall A well done is in order for Jeff Kramer, who directed 
1:ro-EUB Chess Tournament Scampers, the cast, and the crew for doing as well as they did 
-U-1 with what they had to work with. Well done l l I 
2:00-House Opening-Dorm 1 Such built in problems as a first act which threatened to 
5:00-Cathollc Mass-Chaplain's int~rfere with the next morning's 8 o'clock classes, a major plot 
Office . . . which tended to get lost as _ihe show progressed, a sub-plot 
5:~0-EplSCOpalian Euchanst which was overly melodramatic, and enough trite humor to fill 
Service-U-5 several small books did little to help the show along. 
8:ro-EUB Film "Shenandoah" These problems combined with a slightly unstable set and 
Union Rec Rm-adm 75c. scene changes which may well have been heard on the South 
Mon., Feb. 13- Hill Campus were a few of the things which prevented "The 
All week ticket sales PEK Ball Crime of Your Life" from being what 1t could have been. 
-Lobby In spite of the built in problems, there were some excellent 
4:00-Leader's Group-U-1 numbers and some good acting which helped to move the very 
7:30-M.G.B.-Job long and sometimes slow first act along. Act II contributed its 
7:30-Forensics-U-5 share of good music, good acting, and even some good lines. 
7:30-LC. Women's Club-Re Rm Jess Nadelman and Hank Mandel not only played their 
Rush Parties-Delta Kappa parts well but did a _ _great deal for the first act with their song 
Delta Phi Zeta and dance number "Times is Not What They Used to Be." 
Phi Mu Alpha Don Croll helped carry the ball through much of the show 
Sigma Alpha Iota but he was at his best in the final minutes when he was dis-
Tues. Feb. 14- guised as a nun in Big Louie's ~g. 
5:30-ltbacan Editorial Board J~anne E. Merritt _and Sal Mis~retta combined their talents 
Meeting--Job Rm early_ m the second act m a duet which was one of the best nwn-
6·15-F Basketball-Cornell•H hers m the show. 
6;30-Women D.A.'s-U-5 Paula Johnson, as Miss Pontoon, di_d a good job of bringing 
7:30-Student Court.Job Rm so~e of the male members of the audience up to the edge of 
8·15-Bailey Hall Series· Min- their seats. 
nea~lis Symphony · Without the music and lyrics the show probably would 
8:15-V Basketball-Utica-H ~ave been a total loss. Thanks to .the able writing and conduct-
Is Ithaca College intellectually dead? The 
Ithacan doesn't think so. This past week two 
grants-in-aid were announced for faculty mem-
bers of the History and Chemistry Depart-
ments. 
Hendrickson has offered to share this research 
with any interested students m a seminar 
situation. 
8:15-EUB Guest Lecturer- mg of Bob Spear and John Fedenco both of these aspects went 
Prof. Jean Houston-''LSD"- Re Rm well. 
Rush Parties-Gamma Delta Pi Mary McLain did a good job with-the choreography for 
Mu Phi Epsilon this production. With minor exceptions in some of the larger 
The grant from the Petroleum Research 
Fund will provide money for research by Pro-
fessor ·Heinz Koch and three Ithaca College 
undergraduates majoring in chemistry. 
The award by the American Association of 
State and Local History will be used by Pro-
fessor ;Kenneth Hendrickson· to study radical-
ism in American politics. On his own, Prof. 
These two recent grants along with the 
many others received by faculty members this 
year points out that the Ithaca College faculty 
is noteworthy in many areas. It also reflects 
the fact Ithaca College is gaining in stature 
and that the students attending this institu-
tion are of an ever increasing calibre. -one must 
admit looking at the picture as a whole, that 
Ithaca College is gaining increased recognition 
and prestige, deservedly so. 
!Eweoy JJcollfJe if DJUce Nofl:icei 
Does IC have one of the "Ten Best Dressed 
College girls?" From viewing the manner in 
which most co-eds dress- for their classes, it 
is very doubtful. Slacks, jeans, sweatshirts, 
and sloppy sweaters is the attire seen most fre-
quently as girls dash out for classes-be they 
morning or afternoon. Although J.C. does not 
specify any rule govering classroom dress, isn't 
it much more attractive when a John knows 
that a Jane is a Jane? Is it really that hard 
to put on a skirt? 
Granted, Ithaca weather warants the wear-
ing of slacks at times, but is it ever snow-
ing or below zero in the Pub? Fashionable 
sportswear has its place, but where in any 
magazine, do you fmd a tall slithery model 
in jeans and a sweatshirt? 
Your closet may contain the most stylish 
and expensive clothes of today's fashions, hut 
what good is it if no one can see them? Do 
jeans really enhance the perfectly made-up 
face and the ,toiled-over coiffure? 
Appropriateness is the key to fashion, style, 
and neatness. Try looking like a Jane every 
morning (and all day) and see if you don't 
get a John. 
Tho editorial Board is Functioning, Please Note I 
Pi Lambda Chi production numbers all went well. "Big Business" was a success 
Rho Mu Theta and a credit to the show. 
"Children of Paradise" and "The Crime of Your Life" is fun and entertaining and on 
"Blue Angel." Hobart College. this basis alone it stands by itself. It isn't great but if you don't 
Adm. free to all LC. students with laugh at least once you're asleep and its probbably about time 
an LD. card for the Act I curtain to fall. 
Wed., Feb. 15-
Weds. and Thurs. Marine Corps 
Recruiting - Lobby 
5:00-WGB-U-e Art Review 6:00-EUB Directorate-Job Rm 
6:30-F Wrestling-Mansfield-A by Bill Thayer 
6:30-lnformal Christian Sci. Once again the Ithaca College Museum of Art has com-
Gro_uP-DeMotte Rm . ~ine~ good_ taste with a progressive artistic vision in present-
8.00-V Wres~g-'.Mansfield-A mg Drawmgs 1967." For those of you so accustomed to the 
8:15-Blue Series #1-Grace idea that art is in some way a "finished product" the Museum 
Bumbry-Fo~ Hall offers a number of exciting alternatives. Drawing, as a new and 
R~ Pa_rttes-Delta Sigma Pi vital vision of art in a form, is seen through the works of some 
P~ Epsilon Kappa twenty-four contemporary artists from the, New York and 
Sigma Alpha Nu Philadeli>hia area. · 
THE ITHACAN 
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As I walked through the Museum, I could not help but 
overhear the comments of some fellow visitors. Some were 
slightly offended with the idea that an art gallery actually 
hung small, rough abstract pencil sketches or studies for 
works in progress. To them, art or the nature of art is a fin-
ished product, embodying some evidence of "work" and some 
admirable ( to them) sub1ect. A pragmatic frontal attack on any 
art media is insufferably ·stupid and only results in one con-
clusion: "I could have done that!'' 
"prawings 1967". not only demonstrates the depth and 
profiCJency of expression that art has traveled, but it offers 
unlimited visual and intellectual insight into the "technology" 
of composition, line, form, and shape-the basic tools of any 
plastic art fonn. If you are looking for any consolation for 
your own views on art, be sure to Just stand around outside 
and watch the destruction of the old downtown cafeteria 
(a rather excitil!g experience in itself). The artists represented 
in "Drawin~ of 1967" do not work for any other goal than 
the careful investigation of art as a theory in design and 
form, and as a result; you may feel a certain sense of indigna-
tion in that you· are being tricked. You are wrong. 
Dollars and Sense 
by John Crittondon 
During the past week President Johnson's economic policy 
fell under attack by two Congressional Democrats and was de-
fended by a Cabinet officer. 
The new chairman of the Congressional Joint Economic 
Committee, Senator William Proxmire, a Democrat from Wis-
consin, said that the Government should reduce spending in-
stead of raising taxes this year. 
Secretary of the Treasury, Henry H. Fowler, who was the 
economic designer of the Johnson Administration said that he 
thought Congres~ would pass a tax rise to."pay t~e _bills" for the 
current warm Vietnam, to encourage easier credit m the mone-
tary. market, and to avoid a larger deficit. 
A Democrat from Texas, Representative Wright Patman, 
who is chairman of the House Banking and Currency Committee, 
said that Mr. Fowler had Looked favorably on low interest rates 
only after urging from President Johnson. Rep. -Patman stated 
chat the Treasury Secretary had not been "forthright at all." 
Sen. Proxmire suggested returning four of the nation's six 
Army divisions from Europe and cuts in the space and public 
works programs. 
He felt Congress would not approve President Johnson's 
proposed 6 per cent surcharge on income taxes "with automobile 
sales off, housing in a real doldrum, in fact in a depression, 
with not much growth for the last two or three months, with new 
orders not ncreasing, all kinds of economic indicators pointing 
down." 
According to Mr. Fowler the sur tax was not intended to 
slow the economy. He thought the economy would be "mov-
ing along, improving a better balanced state" by the time the 
tax increase was voted on. 
Another point which came under attack from Sen. Proxmire 
was the $IO-billion dollar underestimate of the cost of the Viet-
nam war last year. He cited the Administration in general and 
Mr. Fowler in particular of being less than forthright in their 
estimate of the war's cost. 
When asked if this year's war cost estimates were any more 
valid, the Senator replied, "There is some question about this." 
According to Sen. Proxmire, Congress should require the 
Admini~tration to make quarterly estimates of the war cost to 
avoid last year's underestimate. 
Mr. Fowler has defended the over-all budget estimates of 
the Administration, saying that the war cost was only part 
of a larger picture. In the last four years the Johnson Adminis-
tration has missesd its total budget estimates by $300-million. 
The Department of Defense has also defended the Adminis-
tration's estimates of the war costs. In a statement the Pentagon 
declared that Senator Proxmire had made his charges "in ig-
norance of the facts." 
Emphasis - The Nation 
by John Thompson 
The big__event in national news last week came from the 
labor front. Walter P. Reuther, who has been vice-president of 
the AFL-CIO since 1955, stepped down from his post, indicat-
ing a major split within the massive labor organization. When 
the AFL merged with the CIO in 1955, two large labor forces 
combined to create a monster. George Meany of the AFL be-
came the president of the vast organization, with the CIO's 
Reuther becoming vice-president. From the start the monster 
was, quite clearly, something to be afraid of. The nation was 
under the direction of the labor force and seemingly, if Meany 
wanted to move West Virginia into the Texas Panhandle, all he 
had to do was make a few phone calls. But all that began to 
change in 1957 when the Teamsters Union and the almighty 
Jimmy Hoffa were thrown out of the organization. This action 
was spurred by the investigations of Senator Estes Kefauver et 
al, who turned up some incriminating facts. So the monster had 
been cut down a peg, but it was still an awesome sight. The 
AFL-CIO could still threaten the nation and achieve fantastic 
results. "How would you like it if we suspended production of 
steel for a few monthsi'" "Okay, you win. Is a two dollar an 
hour pay increase good enoughi'" 
Now, ten years after the expulsion of the Teamsters, Reu-
ther is leaving__and most likely his 1.5 million members of the 
United Auto Workers will go with him. Apparently nobody has 
been listening to Reuther in the union and he's tired of Meany's 
having all tlie power. The UAW will probably leave the AFL-
CIO formally in April at a special convention. What Reuther 
and his UA W's hope to accomplish by leaving "home" is not 
determined. The membership of the AFL-CIO organization will 
decrease; the auto workers will all be in their own separate 
union; but the monster will go on breathing the same devastat-
ing fire. The nation will still stand in awe of the monster and 
be nice to it so it won't do bad things. George Meany will be-
Emphasis "' The World 
by Brian Patterson 
On the top of the pile of events that made news around the 
~orld ~his we~k was President Johnson's contradictory but secm-
mgly 1mpress1ve news conference. He practices what he hates 
most about the Communists-saying one thing and doin?; just 
the opposite. In his much talked about news conference of a 
~ee½ ago today_he promised~~ order a suspension of the bomb-
mg 1f North Vietnam took Just almost any step" to justify 
such a move . and then added "they haven't taken any yet." 
But the fact 1s that on numerous occasions the North has in-
deed hinted of possible talks to halt the war. I ts la test "baby 
step," excluded by the ambiguous word "almost" came from 
North Vietnam's Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy T~inh who said 
that th~r.e could bl: talks "".ith the United States "only' after" an 
uncond1t1onal halt m _Amen~an bombing. Thus they have already 
conced1:d to drop their previous demand of U.S. acceptance of its 
four-pomt peace rterms. Many observers feel that the Chinese 
situation of chaos will tend to give the leaders in North Vietnam 
"more freed?m of action" in seeking a peace with the United 
States. President Johnson's ~hance to follow through with his 
st:3tement of a _week ago will come Wednesday of this week 
with another V1etn:im u_uce. To be agreed on sometime this 
week, the truce, which will celebrate the Lunar New Year will 
proba_bly las_t somewhere between four and seven days. Th~ big 
9uest10n which perhaps rests on the President's droopy shoulders 
1s whether the ·truce will be just another brief cease-fire to be 
followed by the resu~ption of heavy bombing and fighting; or 
whether the truce might be extended to include an indefinite 
halt in bombing, in the hope of opening the way for "steps" 
toward peace. 
The power struggles in China are as forceful as ever with 
no one bl~k taking a decisive lead as of yet. Mao's success 
seems to he on whether or not his forces succeed in "seizing 
power'.' in the v:astly _Populated hinterlan~. The w:3y the govern-
n:ient 1s set up. m Chma ~!lows each provmce, reg10n, and major 
city to have its own virtually autonomous administration of 
Communists in control. It is :igainst these local power blocks of 
~omrnumsts that Mao has directed his newest assault. Largely 
m the name of the Red Guard, Mao has made little progress 
in these areas. After many weeks of this continuous assault and 
turmoil only one thing has become clearly apparent--continued 
economic chaos. With no decisive results against the party power 
holders, who had aparently been able to rally large numbers of 
the local population to suppress Maoist revolutionaries, Mao was 
forced to call on the People's Liberation Army to come to the 
aid of the less successful Red Guard. This could have been Mao's 
biggest mistake to date, because many of the party power hold-
ers are top ranking officers in the Army, so in one sense he is 
as.king t!tem to use ~eir ~roops to ?Verthrow themselves. Coupled 
with this weakness m his efforts 1s the Red Guard's obnoxious 
behavior which has made it easy for his oponents to organize 
rival mobs and chaos. In the final analogy the Maoist force has 
won no real mass support because all the so-called "cultural 
revolution" offers them is harder work and greater sacrifices. 
As many observers had predicted, the outcome of last 
week's election in Japan turned out ,to be better than was ex-
pected. The conservative, pro.-Westem Liberal-Democratic party 
won a majority of 277 seats leaving only 140 for the Socialists, 
the strongest of the opposition groups. The returns have left the 
socialists without hope of challenging the Liberal-Democrats for 
the leadership in the foreseeable future. The outcome of the elec-
tion sees that friends of the United States will be in power in 
Japan when the treaty comes up for review in 1970. 
!BOOK REVHEW 
by Paul Graham Yorlds 
Any movie or TV suspense fan must be familiar with the 
name Alfred Hitchcock. In fact, his name and suspense have 
come to mean almost the same thing. In "The Films of Alfred 
Hitchcock" by George Perry one learns exactly how the master 
of suspense achieved his greatness. 
As Mr. Perry states in the introduction to his book, "it is 
not a critical analysis nor a definitive biography," and as such is 
not a tiresome uninteresting academic volume. Rather, Perry's 
book is a survey of Hitchcock's career and the resulting develop-
ment of the suspense thriller. To supplement the already in-
teresting text, over 150 photographs of the once silent film sub-
title wnter and now accomplished director are included. 
It is pointed out within the text that during a forty year 
period Hitchcock directed forty-nine films and worked on over 
twenty others. That he has directed films in England and Ger-
many as well as the United States and has been employed 
by every major Hollywood film maker. 
Mr. Perry, who is Projects Editor of the "Sunday Times 
Magazine" has written a very informative book to say the 
least. It should be included in every film buffs library. 
come a little more hard-boiled in his old age. And Walter Reu-
ther will find out what it's like to run away from home. factory pollution and such, while automobile pollution came 
The scene in Washington last week consisted of a great in- under Washington's jurisdiction. Suddenly all that is changed. 
crease in Federal intervention. In the field of auto safety, the President Johnson announced that the allotment for Federal 
new National Traffic Safety Ai!:ency set up twenty r~lations pollution control would be doubled this year, and he gave Con-
that must be met by all vehicles sold in the U.S. begmning in gress the task of allocating the funds. Considering that the big 
1968. These include chest and lap seat belts, extra mirrors, pollution scare in New York City came about two months ago, 
energy absorbing steering columns, and many other devices that President Johnson must have had to mull the whole thing over 
the likes of Ralph Nader have been screaming for. Companies for a long time before acting. Or perhaps he just recently saw 
t~at don'·t comply with all these ideas in 1968 will be stiffly a clean air public service announcement on television. 
fmed. But Nader still isn't happy. He claims that all the orig- The nation is still mourning the deaths of the three astr0-
mal suggestions have been modified for the benefit of the manu- nauts who died last week-but no one has yet determined the 
facturers. Another key figure in the auto safety field, William exact cause of the fatal fire. Apparently the astronauts died of 
I. Stieglitz, terms the whole thing as worthless. Apparently, he, smoke inhalation instead of burns; but where does that put us? 
to_o is dissatisfied. Prediction experts have stated that 50,000 At any rate, the unmanned flights will continue as scheduled, 
will die on our highways this year. How many will die after the while the delay in manned missions is indefinite. 
safety features are all put in? Perhaps the experts are looking Debate goes on in Congress over the U.S.-Russian Consular 
the wrong way. Maybe the drivers need improvement. Oh well. Treaty. The treaty would make traveling in Russia a lot safer 
Maybe the safety features will cut down on injuries. for Americans and would lead to a better understanding between 
. Washington is now sticking its nose into the problem of nations. May the Republicans and Democrats in Congress col-
air pollution. The old policy was to let local officials deal with laborate on this issue. Let's leave the squabbling to the Chinese. 
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All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. Names will be withheld upon request. 
All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re-
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Mao~ !Prrolb~em 
Dear Sir: 
"It's out of my hands." Oh 
those over-usca five words! How 
many times do they ring out on 
this campus every day. The lat-
est situation involves the col-
lege's ineptness at delivering the 
mail. Now this particular Satur-
day started like any other, with 
one big exception. On this Satur-
day, February 5, 1967, there was 
no mail. Actually, the last time 
there was a mail delivery, his-
torians of dorm 24A promptly 
titled the event "The Day the 
Mail Came." And what an event 
it was! People running all over 
the place with bits of happiness 
from friends, mothers, fiancees, 
and banks. MONEY!!! But alas, 
their happiness was short-lived, 
for today, Saturday, February 5, 
1967, there was no mail. There 
would be no mail until well, 
hopefully, Monday afternoon. 
Nothing definite could be deter-
mined. Calls to Perry Noun only 
produced the fact that he was 
away for the weekend. Mr. Parker 
Moore could come up with no 
excuse. His suggestion, and a 
brilliant one, was to call Dorm 
23 and see how they get their 
mail. Well anyWay, here it is 
Saturday evening, February 5, 
1967, and still no mail. Many 
people will leave early Monday 
morning for tour without the 
money they had counted on so 
much to warm the backs of their 
wallets. Pity. The Postmaster 
downtown is appalled at the sit-
uation, because the government 
is involved someplace I suppose. 
The only words he could utter 
however were, "it's out of my 
hands." How sweet it is! No mail. 
No money. No answers. No rea-
sons .. No intelligence. We of 
Donn 24A do not have the intel-
ligence to fathom why the mail 
wasn't delivered. Something or 
other about too much mail to 
be sorted. Isn't that touching? 
There is too much mail to be 
sorted! Too many students, too 
much mail, too many cars . . . 
oh come on guys. Have a heart! 
We know that the mail sat all 
day over in the student union. 
That does us absolutely no good. 
We want the mail. And why do 
we want the mail? Outside of 
all the stupid sentimental rea. 
sons heretofore mentioned, the 
guys need the money in the let-
ters to pay Autosalvage!!! Just 
think . . . if we don't get that 
money, it will cost us two dol-
lars a day for the next six days. 
I guess it's going to cost us more 
than personal effort to show Re-
velli that we have the best band 
in the country. We may have the 
best band, but God 1."Ilows we 
have the biggest bunch of idi-
ots in charge of student services 
to ever be seen. We don't care 
if you tow the whole dormitory 
away, we want our mail to read 
ou the way over to Collegetown. 
Now let's get on the stick Mr. 
Noun. We don't care if you can 
strike out the whole New York 
Yankee line-up in order, we want 
our mail!! 
Sincerely yours, 
Gary W. Conklin 
Scampeirs 
Dear Editor, 
This year's Scampers promises 
to be an extremely delectable 
production. Members of the cast, 
crew, and orchestra are working 
long hours perfecting this tradi-
tional highlight of the Ithaca 
College calendar. Indeed, origi. 
nality and enthusiasm seem to 
be the keynotes of this year's 
Scampers, as witnessed by the 
fine script and the ambitious 
publicity campaign. 
I heartily urge the student 
body to make Scampers a J\,fiJST. 
To freshmen, I especially recom-
mend making attendance at 
Scampers an enjoyable tradition. 
Past productions have spoken 
extremely well for themselves, 
and Scampers '67 will do no less. 
The tantalizing "Crime of Your 
Life" makes non-attendance a per 
sonal denial! 
Sincerely, 
Bob Zysk 
President, Oracle 
Concell"ir 
Dear Editor: 
An interesting article of some 
importance passed by the other 
day. I now pass it on to you. 
It is of some importance to many 
students in the School of Music: 
OBITUARY: 
"Died. Brahms, Johannes. Born: 
Hamburg, Germany in 1833. Died: 
Ithaca, New York in 1967. Cause 
of death: Assassination. Partly 
responsible: A ruthless, obsessed 
killer who is still at large. Pos-
sibly the same man responsible 
for the deaths of Beethoven, Ra· 
vel, Tchaikovsky, and others. 
Time of death: Sometime after 
nine o'clock E.S.T. on the stage 
of Ford Music Hall Auditorium. 
Murder weapon: A baton, with 
a lot of help from an accomplice; 
no identification has been made, 
but "incompetence" was seen 
fleeing from the scene of the 
crime. There will be no funeral 
services. Not enough of the body 
could be found to bury. ·Musl- -
cians have asked all persons to 
be on the lookout for this butch-
er, and report his whereabouts 
at once." 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert L. Formaini 
A Com me l1'i fr 
Dear Editors: 
Previous issues of The Ithacan 
have been good to read. Your 
first issue (February 2, 1967) 
was good to read too. It was so 
good to read, I might say that 
it was better. 
You have made wise use of 
space in Tho Ithacan by present-
ing "Emphasis-The Nation" and 
"Emphasis-The World". The in-
teresting and important events 
on campus too, were well covered 
and well written. 
It seemed as if this first issue 
under new editorship contained 
a good amount of significant 
news and intelligent comment. 
Thank you for widening the per-
spective of The Ithacan. May you 
have the necessary energy and 
assistance to continue! 
Kathleen Vincent 
!Roses ({JJO'e D'edf, v.ioUeii:s ({JJO'e 
~ lbOBJJe, (U/ Uri(U/fP/P'I 'If (U/8e01Jiti01Je1 s X, 
{I))toy fJO'om ({JJUU o{} a.os (46), ito 
({JJDU oU yoaoo 
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Expo'67 
Montreal 
Dracula At 
CU Theater oll~-Piffie4 by Susan Langaker 
North America's biggest and 
fanciest birthday party will occur 
this year when Canada celebrates 
its 100th year as a confederation 
at Montreal's Universal and In· 
ternational Exhibition, Expo 67. 
Count Dracula, Bram Stoker's 
master ghoul, will apepar in Ith· 
aca, February 16 through 19, 
when the Cornell University 
Theatre presents five perform-
ances of the dramatization of 
DRACULA by Hamilton. Deane 
and John L. Balderston. The 
Thursday through Sunday eve-
ning performances will have an 
8:15 p.m. curtain. An unusual 
feature of the production will be 
a midnight performance, on Sat-
urday, February 18, at which 
special effects will add to the at-
mosphere of the play. Tickets will 
go on public sale Friday, Febru-
My. folder of student work is very low, but did contain 
several fme _poe~s. _But I need MORE I If you would like your 
poems seen m pnnt .... Take them to The Ithacan Office which 
1s on. the gr~und. floor of Dorm 12. Remember the first road 
to b~mg a wnter 1s to be seen ... So send me poems! These are 
not m any order presented .•. indeed higgledy~piggledy. 
Way Down Under 
Cayugajls Waters 
by Louise Race 
Canada, the United States, and 
seventy other participating coun-
tries are speding hundreds of 
millions of dollars for the most 
dazzling array of international 
pavilions ever erected. Canada 
hopes that this grand celebration 
will create a powerful attraction 
for tourists from all over the 
world. Over six-million tourists 
from the United States alone, are 
expected to visit Expo 67. 
Expo 67 bas "Man and His 
World" as its theme. This theme, 
drawn from the works of French 
writer Antione de Sainte Exu-
pery, has five major sub-themes 
depicting Man as creator, explor-
er, producer, provider, and mem-
ber of the community. These 
themes will be represented by 
the elaborate pavilions of the 
participating countries, business 
groups, and religious organiza-
tions. 
If you're a m'.1le, you m~y walk through the salt mines in ary 10, at the Willard Straight 
Myers, N.Y. anytime you wish. If you are a female you will main floor Ticket Office, 
have ·to sett!~ for .r:neeting "Mr. Rock Salt." In any' case, you It was in 1896 that Bram Stoker 
cann<;>t be disappointed, for both experiences are equally re- dreamed of the vampire king, 
wardmg. rising from bis tomb, which led 
"Mr. Rock Salt" is William B. Wilkinson Vice President him to write his classic horror 
and director of the Cayuga Rock Salt Co., Io~ated about ten story. In researching the bOok, on 
miles from Ithaca on the eastern shore of Cayuga Lake. For which the play is based, Stoker 
safety's sake, women are not allowed in the mines. For other found many legends of vampires 
reasons, which Mr. Wilkinson humorously pointed out women in existence in Europe, but he 
are !10~ allowed in the busin~ss. They are, however, permitted didn't want just an ordinary vam-
t~ sit m the large green office and talk with Mr. Wilkinson pire. After a long search, he dis-
his son, Robert, and Production Manager Jack Stull. ' covered the legend of the Voi-
From a large picture window in this room, which reaches vode Drakula, ruler of Walachia 
almost from one wall to the other, one can see a massive frame from 1455 to 1462; a statesman, 
structure that rises approximately 150 feet into the air and soldier, and alchemist, who had 
reaches 2000 feet below the surface of the earth. This is the mine earned the name of "The Impal-
sh_af_t. Besides <:arrying men to and from the depths of the er," and was called a "wampyr'' 
mmmg tunnels m a small car, it also brings up a little bit of in one of two fifteenth century 
pure rock salt each <lay-2-3000 tons to be exact. manuscripts about the Drakula 
The United States Pavilion, 
tallest at the fairgrounds, is a 
twenty story aluminum framed 
plastic bubble shaped as a geo-
desic dome. The exhibit will por-
tray "Creative America", with 
emphasis on technology and space 
conquests. The Soviet Union's 
major attraction will be a room 
where visitors will experience 
weightlessness just as the astro-
nauts do.· Host country Canada's 
200 foot pavilion is an inverted 
pyramid depicting Canada's cul-
tural and commercial contribu-
tions. 
The mine itself is a series of tunnel~, and reaches about two family. The Drakulas were held 
and a ha!f miles !-'nder. Cayuga Lake. There are, incidentally by their contemporaries to have 
150 men !n t~e mme d:3-1ly, who are observed by a time-keeper' had dealings with "the evil One;" 
whose office 1s located m an open area of the mine. As a matte; old records used such terms as 
of fact, there are quite a few offices "down below" in addition "stregoica" (witch), "ordog"(Sa-
to many ma1;hines which must crush the large pieces of salt tan), and "pokol" (hell). This, 
once, before 1t can be brought to the surface. These facilities then was the remarkable man 
together, create_ what might be termed a "little city" beneath Stoker resurrected some four 
the ~ound,. which ha~ both comfort and security. hundred years after his death. 
There. 1s no heatmg sysfem in the mine, yet the tempera- DRACULA was first seen in 
ture remains _at,:- _stea~y 70 degrees thf: year round. "Nature this country when Bela Lugosi 
does a n-ood Job m this respect, according to Mr. Wilkinson played the Count on Broadway. 
As for se~uri~y, salt mining is 9uitt: a safe business. The ceiling The motion picture of DRACULA 
of the mme 1s very hard and is remforced by large salt pillars (together with that of FRANKEN-
which are left standing as tunnels are carved around them STEIN, written ·some 80 years 
There is little chance of explosion, since, unlike a coal mine no earlier by Mary Shelley, wife of 
gas P?<:kets. can be found. ~n add\tion, all machinery is rur: by the poet, following a dream she 
~lectnc1ty,_ m order to avmd lett1r- too much carbon dioxide had), initiated a strong trend of 
mto the air. horror movies in the 1930's and 
A major architectural tour-de-
force at Expo 67 will be Habitat 
67 which is a gigantic, pre-cast 
concrete structure of apartment 
dwellings. The 158 apartment 
building is billed as a striking 
solution to the problems of ur-
ban living. 
Expo 67 was built on two is-lands, one man-made, situated " "211:n a sal~ _vein is discovered, the men follow it and 1940's. The trend, to some extent, 
in the middle of the st. Law· shci:ot It by dnllmg sm_all _holes in the wall of the mine and still continues. The University 
rence seaway. This location will placmg_ powdered dynamite m them. The next process is called Theatre production (set in Eng-
provide area for extensive water "ben_chmg" and is done with a machine that slices into the wall, land in 1930) will be directed by 
recreation and competition facili· causm_g slabs of _salt to fall forward. As soon as a sufficient 
t t f l d 
· h. Rod Ro]jertson, of Cornell's De-
ties. Far from isolated, Expo 67 quan I Y. 0 sa t 1~ extracte in t 1s manner, it is loaded into 
is connected to the mainland by carts :which carry it to t~e site of the first crushing. The second partment of Speech and Drama. 
an extensive underground, ele- crushing takes place outside of the mine. By this time, the pieces Anne Gibson, Co-ordinating De-
vated, and water passenger trans- of salt_ are smaller yet, ~ut are of a more or less uniform size signer for the Theatre, has de-
portation system. Scre~nmg, the nt!'_'-t ~tep, 1s also done outside the mine. When the signed both the set and the light-
Headquarters for fun at the salt is s~reened, it is crushed into various sizes, in preparation . K . 
f I d 
mg. athenne Kresh desianed 
Expo will be La Ronde, a 135 or oa mP-. -,,-Ac ord" M W"Ik" the costumes. Musi~ for the pro-
acre amusement complex to be c mg. to r. 1 ·mson, most of the salt is loaded onto 
used later as Montreal's perma- barges and shipped to the New York City area. Some of the duction bas been composed and 
nent recreation center. La Ronde salt, however, goes by truck and rail to other areas in New will be performed by Joscelyn R. 
will be a blend of Disneyland York St ate. Godwin. 
and Tivoli Gardens. There will . This "magic white sand,'~ as it yvas known in early days, 
be a Pioneer Land, a Children's is. not table salt. Table salt _is obtamed from brine, which is 
World, and a spectacular "Gyro- mmed through salt wells. Brme does, however, originate from 
tron," which is a 20 story thrill rock salt. . 
ride through space. At La Ronde As far as Mr. Wilkinson is concerned, salt is the most taken-
there will be teen-age and adult for-granted natural resource in existence, and even the smallest 
night clubs and over twenty of amount of resi:arch wo_uld seem to substantiate this feeling. 
the !air's forty restaurants. Almost everything that 1s produced by chemical means today-
At Expo 67 there will be a ethYI gasolm:, 1;lasses, s?ap, rayon, dyes,. !eather, bleaching 
''World Festival of the Perform- powder, plast1cs, synethet1c ru~ber, etc.-uuhzes salt as a key 
ing Arts" containing leading op- mgredient. As a c~mpound, sodmm chloride has many additional 
era and theatre companies, or- uses .. Tons of sodmm carbonate are used annually in the pro-
chestras, choirs, and individual ductiion ~f glass, soap, pulp, paper, and cleaning mixtures. 
performers. n his pamp~le! entitled, R<nfWnces and Notes on the Salt 
A 25,000 seat stadium will be {ndustry, Mr: Wil~mson has outhn_ed the _extensi!e uses of salt 
the location for sports events and !n the _chemical, iron, and steel mdustnes, besides recording 
outdoor spectaculars in which mterest1!"1g :m~cdotes and superstitions concerning salt. 
American and European track Whtie It is _no longer nec~ssary or appropriate to worship 
stars will compete in a two-day salt as the nac1ent 9reeks did~ ~me~cann~t _overestimate the 
meet following the Pan-American va~ue of that com~~dity. Mr .. W1!liam ,B. Wilkinson knows that, 
Games in Winnepeg, an anyone who v1s1ts the mme m Myers, N.Y. knows it. As a 
A gigantic display of world Whtter ~f fact, peop~e on the other. s1~e of the world know it. 
masterpieces of art covering all y, 'Y1thW12 conta_mers of salt we1ghmg 48 pounds, any sdf-
periods, forms, and schools of respecting est Afncan can purchase a wife. 
art will be grouped to illustrate 
such common themes as "Man in 
His Own Image," "Man and the 
Universe," and "Man and the In· 
finite." 
At the International Trade Cen-
ter there will be opportunities 
for businessmen from all over 
the globe to confer on matters 
of mutual importance. 
Never A Dead Horse~ 
~G~~. Ky, (CPS) - The layed the request until the Stu-
admuustration s refusal of a stu- dent Center Forum Committee 
d~n~'s request to deliver a so- could draw up guidelines for 
c1alist talk at the University of speakers. 
Kentucky may precipitate a free 
speech controversy there. 
~yluau llilln 
Steak- and lobster 
House 
1757 Slaterville Road 
. DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
Steaks, Shell Fish, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
272 - 6171 
·cLOSED SUNDAYS 
In total, Expo 67 is a material 
display of man's highest achieve-
ments in culture and commerce. 
Hopefully, this extensive inter-
national exhibition will bring the 
countries of the world to a closer 
social and economic affinity, 
Brad Washburn, a member of 
campus Students for a Demo-
cratic Society (SDS), tried to ob-
tain permission during the week 
of September 25, to speak in the 
campus Student Center, but build-
ing director Frank Harris de-
Director Harris said Wash-
burn's speech was delayed until 
the college could "prepare for such occasions." He added that.__ ____________ _. 
the speech could result in physi-
cal violence, since only two weeks 
ago students caused a near riot 
when SDS operated a booth in 
the Student Center. 
Washburn had contacted Har· 
ris because events in the Student 
Center must be coordinated 
through a central office. 
AUTUMN 
Sunset, dusk, and darkness 
Winter, summer, fall . . . ' 
It leaves me with a starkness 
That makes existence small. 
It leaves me with a starkness-
Sunset, dusk, and black ... 
Alone in jaws of darkness, 
The leaves beneath me crack. 
ON THE DAYS OF ODIN 
In the night's song of lost ballads 
The amber melted into fire and 
The one-eyed god, wolves gleaming 
At his feet, smashed into the oaken hall· 
White kind wrapped, wood splintered brittle 
Lying in the air, 
He wmked and a sprig of mistletoe held the winds 
Furious at the grinning door; he 
Left a golden bough upon the hearth 
And with the raven on the rafter 
Was never-
While the winds blew through the walls. 
-Tim Wagner 
Be restless and alone! 
Let solitary oneness come. Thrown 
Away should be all outside comliness, too often shown. 
-S.L.R. 
Blind! 
to go back to what is gone and never was-
that you thought! 
0 my head! My head! 
Blind! 
Darkness comes upon feathered bearers 
Yet leaves upon the tears of storms. 
Blank mind- -
Still uncomprehending, 
still insolent and outraged 
but for what? 
Onward, ever onward the tempest rolls •.. 
Oh! Who was the one tha,t stole stole my mind? 
-J. Kant 
1. 
Thl!t you were with me, bright of eyes-
I wISh it were all fresh inside, 
And greened with daybreak's quill· 
That you were with me, bright of ;yes-
(~y do I love you still?) 
I wish the world had unplugged time 
Until I'd had my fill-
Until I'd made a dying rhyme-
(Why do I love you still?) 
It came too soon, You spoke intently. 
The words shot straight to kill. 
My God! You told me so ungenclyl 
Why do I love you still? 
Implications far-strung 
in the spectrum of diffidence. 
Dista!1ce ,knows not how this pain 
strains m my sense and soul-
With feelings stretched to ends 
I am not whole. 
My parts ar~ summed in paining only: 
Pounng words from you 
. Reach not the colored hopes 
m spectrum sparsely reigning. 
TRY US 
Over 10,000 ltemn in Stock 
--S.L. 
Scott 
Sony 
Grundig 
Harmon Kardon 
Robortn 
Sherwood 
Viking 
Panai.onlc 
Audio Dynamics 
Dual 
AR 
Garrard 
Motorola 
Masterwork 
lAFAYETIE RADIO ELEURONICS 
1201 Dryden Rd. 
Jct. Rte. 13 & 366, Ithaca - Phono 273-8777 
''YOUR ELECTRONIC SUPERMARKET" 
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Until 8:30 
NUTS&BOLTS 
Did you know that Scampers 
wants to cut a record . . . that 
we finally got an American flag 
for our government subsidized 
gymnasium . . . that Pooh Bear 
is "in" . . . that they're blasting 
in the Ark . . . that prospective 
pledges can and should attend 
more than one Greek's rush par-
ties ... that some presidents can 
ice skate without damage, amaz-
ingly enough . . • that I.C. is 
hosting a Forensic tournament 
. . . that you can break up the 
day by dialing 150 . . . that the 
coffee house is open ... that Big 
Louie made it . . . that prelims 
have begun . . . that there are 
only 37 days till Spring Vacation 
. . . that the professors' kids have 
taken over the nursery AND the 
grading system ... that the boys 
may have informal open houses 
too . . . that "Lady Chatterley's 
Coffee House 
As a result of a meeting of the 
Coffee House committee, on Mon-
day, a number of new plans have 
been announced by the chairman, 
Janet Ives. 
The time schedule has been re-
vised. The new schedule is as fol-
lows: 
Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. 
During the past three weeks, 
these times have appeared to be 
the most popular. Until further 
notice the coffee house will be 
closed every afternoon. 
On Friday, Feb. 17, from 8:00 
p.m.-1:00 a.m. the committee is 
holding an "open house" for 
members of the faculty. The com-
mittee hopes that everyone at 
Ithaca College-students, faculty, 
and administration-will feel free 
to come to the coffee house at 
any time. "There are several 
faculty members," reported Janet 
Lover" wasn't so hot . . . that Ives, "who have indicated in-
February is a very important terest, but we haven't seen them 
month - because of Valentine's yet." The purpose of the "open 
iickie Y OQJJ ir 
Mund Woll:lhi 
1f rivea 
by Allyn Feldman 
1. What was the name of Sky 
King's airplane? 
2. Who recorded "The Lion 
Sleeps Tonight"? 
3. What was the name of Dale 
Evans' horse? 
4. Who bolds the NCAA scoring 
record for the most points 
scored in a single basketball 
game? 
5. Who played Davey Crockett 
on the Walt Disney show? 
6. Who recorded "Walk Away 
Renee"? 
7. What recording was sung by 
the Los Bravos? 
8. What is the name of the ac-
tor that played Superman on 
T.V.? 
9. Who was the Most Valuable 
Player in the 1966 American 
Football League All Star 
game? 
Day, of course ... that patience house" is to "let them know we're 10. Name one state that entered 
the union after 1900 but be-is a virtue. here." 
Ithaca College Silver Contest 
During the months of Febru- arships. In addition, there will 
ary and March, Reed & Barton, be 100 other awards consisting 
America's oldest major silver- of sterling silver, fine china and 
smiths, are conducting a "Silver crystal with a retail value of 
Opinion Competition" in which approximately $50.00. 
valuable scholarships totaling In the 1966 "Silver Opinion 
$2050 are being offered to duly Competition", entry form illu-
enrolled women students at a strates twelve designs of sterl-
few selected colleges and uni- ing with eight designs of bOth 
versities. china and ,crystal. The entrant 
In the 1966 competition Miss simply lists the three best com-
binations of sterling, china, and Claudia - M. Lutz, P.T. '68, was ill 
one of the major prize winners crystal from the patterns us-
of a starter set in sterling silver, trated. Scholarships and awards 
china and crystal for her entry will be made to those entries 
form matebing Reed & Barton matching or coming closest to 
sterling patterns with leading the nation's leading magazines. 
china and crystal patterns. Miss Vicki Werder is the Stu-
dent Representative who is con-
Ithaca College has been se- ducting the "Silver Opinion Com-
lected to enter this Competition petition" for Reed & Barton at 
in which the First Grand Award Ithaca College. Those interested 
is a $500 scholarship; Second in entering the "Silver Opinion 
Grand Award is a $300 scholar- Competition" should contact Miss 
ship; Third Grand Award is a Werder for entry blanks and 
$250 scholarship; Fourth, Fifth complete details concerning the 
and Sixth Awards are $200 scho1- competition rules or pick up en-
arships; and Seventh, Eighth, try blanks at the Information 
Ninth and Tenth are $100 schol- Deck in the Egbert Union. 
Words9 
Words, 
Words 
Mark Twain once said that the difference between the 
right word and the wrong word is the difference between light-
ning and the lightning bug. Of the words below check the one 
you think is right and then see how many you get correct. An-
swers on page 9. 
1. effulgent. - A. satisfied. B. 
bursting C. shining brilliantly 
D. demonstrative 
2. potable - A. tasty B. sour C. 
strong D. drinkable 
3. verdure - A covering B. in-
experience C. greenness D. 
simplicity 
4. garrulous - A. friendly B. 
fore 1960. 
(Answers on Page 9) 
House Opening 
On Sunday, Jan. 29, High-rise 
11 experienced its first open 
house with approximately eighty 
male visitors taking part in the 
occasion. The dorm was open 
from two p.m. until four p.m. 
as suggested by W.G.B. 
All girls' dorms will be open 
to visitors once every month. 
Mrs. Brodeur, head resident of 
dorm 11, explained that in the 
near future the house councils 
will vote on a specific time be-
tween noon and six p.m., thus 
enabling each living unit to es-
tablish its own hours. 
PIRRO'S 
LOWEST PRICES 
IN TOWN 
FASTEST DELIVERY 
OF PIZZA & SUBS 
4 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
115 IE. Green St. 
AR 2-1590 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places •.. 
where everybody meets 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
argumentative C. talkative D. 
senile WANTS TO IBE YOUR VAO..IENTDNIE ! 
5. seraphic - A. sacred B. an-
gelic c. relating to an Egyp-
tian god D. oriental 
6. carousal - A. tournament B. 
merry.go-round C. riotous 
party D. square dance 
7. levity - A solemnity B. sin-
cerity C. frivolity D. mockery 
8. bonhomie - A. candy B. ge-
niality c. genUeman D. play-
boy 
WORDS' - WORDS - WORDS, 
from "It pays To Increase . Your 
Word Power", by The Readers 
Digest Inc. 
on Tuesday, !February 14th every lady who 
comes out will receive a !FREIE gift lrom 
McDONALD'S. 
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Agen1t 38D 1Twosomes 
Hello Student Body, 
Let me introduce myself as 
Agent 38D. I am here to answer 
any problems that you might 
have about I.C. life. Please send 
your questions to: 
Agent 38D 
Ithacan 
Union Mail Room 
Dear Agent 38D, 
Last week I picked up a beau-
tiful girl hitchhiker. On the way 
up the hill she attacked me. This 
is the most exciting thing that 
ever happened to me. What can 
I do to bring some more of this 
kind of excitement into my life? 
Signed; 
Eager 
Dear Eager, 
Keep riding up the hill. Soon-
er or later she'll be ready to go 
down-it. 
Dear Agent 38D, 
My male drinking buddies keep 
asking me about my private sex 
life. How can I tell them to mind 
their own business? 
Signed, 
B. J. Closedmouth 
Dear B. J., 
Concoct a story leaving nothing 
out and nothing to your buddies' 
imagination. If they don't ask for 
her name and number you'll 
know that they've taken the hint. 
EENIE, MEENIE, 
MINNI ,_,OE, 
catch a lover by the heart 
with a Valentine 
from 
CHARJAN'S 
Corner State & Tioga 
"Happy Valentine's Day" 
Melvin! 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Dear Agent 38D, 
My girlfriend, who is a prude, 
gets upset because I don't wear 
underwear. I don't think it's any 
of her concern. Who's right? 
Signed, 
Jocko 
Dear Jocko, 
It's your concern-but how do 
you keep warm during these cold 
Ithaca winters? By the way, if 
your girl's a prude how did she 
find out? 
Dear Agent 38D, 
I have been dating this girl 
for quite a while. We go up to 
the dating lounge frequently but 
all she wants to do is play chess. 
What can I do about it? 
Signed, 
Bored 
Dear Bored, 
Get her in checkmate and then 
you'll call the plays. 
Dear Agent 38D, 
I went to my car and found 
two persons in the back seat. 
One was my girl and the other 
was my roommate. Who should 
I blame? 
Signed, 
In a Dilemma 
Dear Dilemma, 
Blame yourself for giving away 
the key. 
Engagements 
Miss Lynne Elaine West, a 
senior at the Ithaca College Di-
vision of Physical Therapy, Bronx 
Municipal Hospital Center, to 
Mario James Ferrari, of the U.S. 
Marine Corps Reserve. 
Miss Stella B. Cuomo, a senior 
at Ithaca College, to Harold J. 
Peterson, a senior at Iona College . 
Miss Diane DiRocco, a senior 
at Ithaca College, to Joseph Wiedl, 
a 1964 graduate of Ithaca College. 
Marriages 
The former Mary Lynne James, 
to Martin Donald Heyman, both 
seniors at Ithaca College. The 
couple are residing in Ithaca, N.Y. 
The former Mavis Jona Posner, 
a senior at Ithaca College, to 
Charles S. Brackenridge, senior 
at Ithaca College. The couple are 
residing in Ithaca, N.Y. 
1r!HHE BrES1' DOIL.IL.AIR DAY 
VALUES IN TOWN 
will be at 
HASKELL'S this !FRIDAY 
and SATURDAY 
Come early and avoid the crowds 
TO 
!Srrowning Kong's Men's Store 
State & Aurora Sts. 
Open daily 9:45 to 5:15 
Friday nite 'til 9 P.M. 
CLOSED MONDAY 
Phone AR 2-5000 
State & Tioga Sts. 
~ PICK UP A BONANZA OF BARGAINS 
_ :~,,:_ -]} DOLLAB 
!e,!fc ~ •· ·2 ~ DAYS 
on progress Thursday andl Frudlay 
Savings in the following departments 
SlPOIRTSWIEA~ IBlL(Q)IUJSfES 
f0>RIES$IES 
STOIRIE IF©>l MIEN 
IL.ADBIE$1 <CO.A '"Ir$ 
$1r ATDONIERV 
f0>0MIE$1J"OC$ 
IHl<OSBIEIRV 
[F(OIUJINJIO)A 1iD©N$ 
ILDNGlElRDlE 
lLADD!ES1 SIHl©IE$ 
1H] OM IE IF {UJ IR N a Si IHl a N GS 
Bargains on every floor, in every department. 
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Greek Highlights 
Delta Kappa 
by Jack Gednoy 
AERho 
by Steve Schiffman 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the nation-
al honorary radio and TV fra-
ternity is justifiably proud of 
its recent successful film show-
ing of "Lady Chatterley's Lov-
er." About 300 people viewed the 
film. 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by John Crittenden 
Last weekend was a big one 
for the Brothers of Delta Kappa, 
with a party at Beagle Lodge 
Friday night, and a House Open-
ing Sunday. It was not as big 
a weekend as was presumably 
had by the First Annual Delta 
Kappa contingent to the Mardi 
Gras in New Orleans. The Broth-
, l ers are eagerly awaiting the re-
With that under our belts, we 
are -looking for additional films 
that we can present. Ernie Sauer, 
our film expert, is planning a se-
ries of "Peter Sellers films". 
With the turnout that we ·ob-
tained on this last classic, we are 
sure that the response for a new 
film will justify our bringing it 
to the campus. 
-The entire brotherhood seems 
to have come down with a strange 
malady-veryone has been bit 
by the ski-bug. Every week a 
caravan leaves IC to head towards 
Greek Peak, Catamount and other 
assorted ski areas, led by Ditcr 
Scherer, Chick Older, Robert 
Schumacher a n d ski-bunnies. 
Peter Gilpatric was also seen on 
the slopes, skiing for the IC Ski 
Team. Their first meet was at 
Greek Peak last Sunday and the 
results were encouraging for Pete 
and for the Team. 
Academy !Beauty Salon Showered Clean (ACP) - "It's the dumbest 
thing I ever did," said a Michi-
gan State University sophomore 
after spending 100 hours in a 
dormitory shower, the "Michigan 
State News" reports. 
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY 
Open Weekdays from 8 a.m. to 1 O p.m. 
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Russell Felzke said his water-logged vigil began at 10 p.m. on 
a Thursday "when I opened my 
big mouth at the wrong time," 
although he swears he would 
have done it anyway. 
113 S. Cayuga St. 
THE 
ORIENTAL 
SHOP 
Chinese, 
Japanese 
East Asian 
Foods 
Oriental Gifts 
Pottery Teak 
AR2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA -
GIRL OF THE WEEK 
JEAN HAYES 
MUSIC '69 
receives 5 gallonll of 
gall FREE 
at 
!Frank's American 
201 W.Scn:::=a~. 
Repair Lampi;, 
Small Appllanm!l, 
Duplicate Koyo 
0 
JIM'S !FIX-BT S11i0l? 
219 N. Aurora St. 
272-1820 
Charles IBoyfdw'o 
IBody Shop 
Radiator-Body Worlt--Glaz:i 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. Stato Si. 
272-6050 
272-5460 
Want to meet 
new and 
interesting peopfe 
Join the Advertising-Staff 
of 
THE ITHACAN 
Call 3207 or 
3730 and ask for Sue 
IHoteB 
leonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
105 N. Aurora St. 
The goal of 100 hours was 
reached at 2 a.m. Tuesday, but 
his desire to get out was over-
shadowed by three exams and 
a paper due the same day. 
The constantly running water 
turned his skin white soon after 
he entered the shower. Felzke 
said his hands and feet bothered 
him most, with the skin shrink-
ing while he was getting his usual 
six to eight hours of sleep a 
night. After 70 ·hours his body 
began to chap and turn red-
and he was warned about a hot 
water bill. 
Felzke was high in praise of 
the companionship given by his 
friends--until they celebrated 
the end of the vigil by throwing 
him back into the shower. 
Visitors from Western Michi-
gan University and the Univer-
sity of Michigan came to see 
Felzke and told him the previ-
ous record was 66 hours, held by 
a Western Michigan undergradu· 
ate. No one, however, seems 
ready to challenge the new rec-
ord. 
IR.oselbudl !Res\l'awurantr 
"'7 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
line eating at low prices 
.Just right for Student budgets 
V 
111 E. State St 
!R.oclk I rl Roll Music 
llirlHlACA HOTIEIL 
IFrrnday Nuglhlfr 
9:30- 12:30 
$CQifhwli'day Niglhifr 
Special feature 
turn of our social envoys, and 
some have already made plans for 
the Second Annual contingent 
next year. As for the party, the 
"Creative Act" did indeed pro-
vide the "good vibrations;• and 
our Social Chairman the "good 
brew." Sunday's House Opening 
was also a success, and the BrotJ?--
erhood extends its thanks to its 
Chairman, John De Martino, for 
making it so. Our first Rush 
Party is Thursday, February 9th 
in Union Room 5 at 8:00 P.M. 
the Brothers of Delta Kappa hope 
to have many Rushees there, and 
cordially invite all I.C. males, re-
gardless of major, to attend. Our 
Second Rush Party is next :Mon-
day the 13th, and the Third will 
be on Thursday the 16th. 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
by Julie Green 
Mu Phi Epsilon is looking for-
ward to an interesting and busy 
second semester. Plans are being 
made for two spring rush parties; 
a formal valentine rush on Feb-
ruary .14, and an informal -rush 
on February 18. Tentative plans 
have been made for a patron ins 
itiation, recital, and presentation 
of a national award to our chap-
ter advisor, Mrs. Virginia Marks 
for her achievement through the 
Mu Phi Epsilon Ster,Ung Staff 
Concert Series of which Mrs. 
Marks was one of the first to win. 
On February 23, Fred Zimmer-
man, retired principle string 
bassist of the New York Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, will be giv-
ing a lecture at one p.m. in Ford 
Hall sponsored by Mu Phi Epsi-
lon. Arrangements are being 
made by Mu Phi sister Theresa 
Gatto. 
We would like to congratulate 
two of our sisters, Betty Pop-
lowski and Susan Susan Jones for 
being among five musicians ac-
cepted to perform in the Con-
certo Program annually held at 
Ithaca College. The sisters are 
also very proud of Ginny Knowles 
who is singing the lead female 
role as the countess in the "Mar-
riage of Figaro" to be presented 
by the Ithaca Civic Opera neict 
month. 
Best wishes go to those sisters 
who became engaged over the 
holidays: Susan Kreischer, Mi-
chele Kosowsky, Kathy Foltz, and 
Ann Case. 
Last weekend, with the advice 
of Mrs. Robert Prins and Mrs. 
Greg Smith, some of the sisters 
made the hors d'oeuvres for the 
Masked Ball held in the Union 
Recreation Room for the benefit 
of the Ithaca Civic Opera Com-
pany. Phi Mu Alpha financed the 
project. 
Phi Mu Alpha 
by Ross French 
The brothers of Phi Mu Alpha 
cordially invite all male students 
to their Annual Spring Smoker 
to be held at their new house 
(Dorm 248) on Monday, Febru-
ary 13, at 8:00 P .M. There will 
be a guest speaker and guest per-
former, recital- and refreshments. 
The program for the :recital will 
consist of a saxophone trio, two 
duets for percussion instruments, 
a Rachmaninoff Prelude for Pia-
no and a Beethoven trio for vio-
lin, viola and oboe. 
Pledging is just around the 
corner, and AERbo is looking to-
wards a bright future this semes-
ter. Our President Noel Kendall 
has made some very good changes 
in our pledge program, and we 
have increased some of our ac-
tivities for the semester. 
Fred Eisenthal has reported 
that the frat has three produc-
tions, of merit, that will be sent 
to the national convenion soon, 
for the annual contests. We are 
hopeful of winning again this 
year. 
Our pledge party will be held 
sometime next week, and we will 
formally invite the department 
-at that time. Things are looking 
up ... at AERho .. 
Delta Phi Zeta 
by Michele Kosowski 
On Monday, January 23rd, Mrs. 
Grace Stevens was initiated as 
the first Honorary Sister of Delta 
Phi Zeta, the oldest women's so-
cial sorority of Ithaca College. 
Seventy-two sisters watched as 
their housemother, a woman -who 
In other sports the Pi Lam 
intramural basketball team con-
tinues to remain at the top of the 
heap in their league. We've set 
our sights· on the championship 
game. Brothers Jim Cronkhite 
and Russ Marron have been se-
lected to play on the Men's In-
tramural All.Star Team for their 
league. 
Rushing is now in full swing 
on the IC campus. Bill Mentz is 
our elected Rush Chairman for 
this semester. The first rush 
party was held Monday night in 
the Union. Next week's, on Feb. 
14, will be held at the Villa 
featuring among other things, 
Italian food and Miss Sue Sim. 
mons, who normally sings at the 
Kent Steak House but who has 
consented to entertain us at the 
Villa. 
After the final rush party on 
Feb. 18, the pledges are turned 
over to our Pledgemaster Jim 
Cronkhite and his Assistant, 
Chuck Bostwick for what should 
prove to be a fun and hectic 
6 weeks. 
Theta Alpha Phi 
by Jeff Kramer 
Theta Alpha Phi has announced has gained their love and respect, ·ts . h f 1967 s d become a Sister. ! spring s ow or . U? ar 
. in New York, Broadway's hilan-
Mrs. Stevens was born m Buf-. ous smash bit, will be presented 
falo, New York. She graduated at the Egbert Union Rec Room 
fro~ ~o~t H~Iyoke College and March 1st thru the 4th. Under 
maJonng m Child_ Psychology ~d the direction of .Miss Elizabeth 
als? took _ a busme~s co_urse m van Patten, a senior in Drama 
Philadelphia. Her first JOb was the cast of six is beaded by Steve 
with the s~te of Pennsylv~a as Schaefer and Lynn Pheasant. The 
the Executive Secretary m the supporting roles will be per-
Department of Labor and Indus- formed by: Paula Johnson, John 
try. Later, she }>ecame the Private Prosser, Bob Gatto, and Tom 
Secre~ of Lieutenant Governor Newton. For ticket information 
McClam o~ ~ennsylvania. It was inquire at the Egbert Union desk. 
through this ~ob that she ~et_ her TAP is busy preparing for the 
husband, a_ high school pnne1pal, upcoming pledge class. Hank 
who she said ~ed to come in and Mandel has been elected pledge 
out of the office. She later mar- master and Judy Hashagen assist-
ried Mr. Steve~, a m8? with a ant. Hank and Judy are now hard 
~eady n:i,ade family o~ five. Prov- at work preparing an exciting 
mg thell" love for children, they pledge program. 
adopted tw~ and then also b:td The members of Theta Alpha 
two of thell" own. The family Phi have also elected a new So-
moved to Hylands on the Hudson. cial Chairman, Miss Maria Cel-
As the years went by, Mr. S~vens lario, due to the December grad· 
~ame the Professor. of History uation of Misti-Barbara Ganbaum, 
with the State Education Depart- who previously held that position. 
ment at Albany. Mr. Stevens, be- The brothers and sisters extend 
ing an enthusiast on education, their best wishes to Oracle for an-
made sure the children were giv- other successful Scampers. 
en good educations. Five of their 
family are graduates of colleges 
and universities. When her 
youngest son was given a full 
four year scholarship to Cornell, 
Mrs. Stevens decided to move to 
Ithaca since the rest of her fam-
ily were away from home. Find· 
ing an apartment hard to rent, 
she rented a house on College 
-Avenue. After a year her son en· 
listed and served in W.W. n, but 
she decided to stay in Ithaca. 
Her husband died in 1959, shortly 
after his retirement. She tried 
to go back into the business 
world, but didn't find it as re-
warding as before, so she took up 
the idea of becoming a house-
mother. In 1960, she became one 
of the housemothers of Ithaca 
College. "I like young people so 
very much, and I thought being 
a housemother would be very in-
teresting . • • and it has been 
interesting!" 
Mrs. Stevens likes travelling 
very much. All her children are 
marled. and are living in Hawaii, 
(Contimlscl on page 9) 
Phi Delta Pi 
by Lois Katz 
Attention women in Physical 
Education I There will be a rush 
party on Thursday, Febraury 9, 
at 7:15 at Phi Delt, in Donn 14. 
We hope to see you all there. 
Phi Delta Pi wishes the best 
of luck to all those participating 
in Scampers this year. We sin-
cerely hope that your production 
is a success. 
At this time I would like to 
take the opportunity to dedicate 
this paragraph to Miss Barbara 
Goldstein, whose wish it is to see 
her name in black and white. She 
works behind the seconds line at 
dinner in the terrace cafeteria, 
for all those you wish to con-
gratulate her on the fulfillment 
of her most humble wish. (She is 
recognizable by her Bronx ac· 
cent). 
(Cotinued on pago 10) 
--Odd Bodkins--
Happy Birthday 
Honest Abe 
81SUDS YOUR fOUIDS" 
AT 
WEBSTER'S LAUNDRY 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
AR 2-3460 ' 
COIN-OP & SERVICE 
LAUNDRY & CLEANING 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
THE HEIGHTS 
TOMPKINS COUNTY AIRPORT 
Come in for the Best Cocktails irn 
New York State 
ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI., & SAT. EVENINGS 
Bring your birthday party up, and we will provide $a? 
ups to 90 with your cake. 
!FHtA TERN onr J IEWE!L.~V 
by l. G. !BALFOUR CO. 
Oll'haca College Class Rings 
lllay IR.obinson-Rothschild's Dept. Stroll'e 
First Floor 
IBADGIES- IFAVORS- MUGS- "ii"lllOPHDleS 
Phone AR 2-5000 
- ANSWERS TO 
Words-Words-Words 
(Continued from page 7) 
1. effulgent - C. shining bright-
ly; radiant, as: faces effulgent 
with joy, Latin effulgere, to 
shine out. 
2. potable - D. drinkable as: po-
table water. Latin potabilis, or 
potare, to drink. 
3. verdure - C. greenness; fresh 
vegetation, as the verdure of 
youth. Old French - verd, 
green. 
4. garrulous - C. Tediously talk-
ANSWERS TO TRIVIA 
(Continued from page 7) 
1. Songbird 
2. The Tokens 
3. Buttercup 
4. Frank Selvy (100 points) 
5. Fess Parker 
6. The Left Banke 
7. Black is Black 
8. George Reeves 
9. Joe Namath 
10. Arizona (February 14, 1912) 
ative, especially about triviali- -------------
ties, as garrulous old man. 
Latin from garrire, to chatter. 
5. seraphic - B. angelic; as se-
raphic features. Hebrew sera-
phim, angels of the highest 
order. 
6. carousal - C. Riotous party, 
drinking bout. From German, 
garous, to drink the cup all 
out. 
7. levity C. frivolity; lack of se-
riousness, as, levity inappro-
priate to the occasion. Latin, 
levitas, lightness. 
8. bonhomie - B. geniality; 
good-natured, easy friendli-
ness. French, bon, good. 
DONOHUE-HALVERSON, 
INC. 
0 
Plumbing and Heating 
0 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
0 
602 W. Seneca ~-
273-3393 
Quality 
Custom /Framing 
Dry mounting - Pic:ture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
COUNTRY DNN 
1734 Danby Road 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
call for 
reservation!; 
AR 2·9727 
CATER TO 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
Not doing a1J1Jy-
ttlhing Srurndory 
rroight? 
W!hynofcome 
dowl!D tto the 
Otha can? 
· !Egan's House of Color 
<> 
PAINTS 
CARPET 
WALLPAPER 
!FABRICS 
<> 
106 N. Aurora St. 
RUSSELL'S ~ 
SIERVICIE 
STATION 
211 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Hours-7 Days 
273-3711 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
11118 N. Aurora Sil'. 
272 818~ 
!FAST IEIFIFDCOIEN11" SIE!llVDClE 
!Fov AID "tf ouv Dnsuvance Needls 
MOSIES IPIE11"1EIR 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
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Phi /Epsilon Kappa 
by Dave Greenberg 
On Wednesday night we had 
our first rush party-held at "the 
first stop at the bottom of the 
hill." A good time was had by 
all. On February 15th we will 
hold our second rush party at the 
fraternity house. All physical ed-
ucation men are invited. 
This Sunday afternoon the 
brothers will hold a Sweethearl's 
Tea at the fraternity house from 
2-5. The nominees for Queen will 
be escorted to the tea by the 
brothers. 
DELTA PHI ZETA (con't.) 
California, Florida, New York, 
and Chicago, so she has many 
places to visit. She has 12 grand-
children. 
She has a cottage at Juanita 
Lake, a lake about 45 miles from 
here. When she retires, she plans 
to live at her cottage and perhaps 
raise flowers and collies. Breed-
ing collies used to be a great 
hobby for her, and she has many 
champions to prove she was an 
expert in this field. One of her 
collies is stuffed (I can't think 
of the word Mavis!) in the Pea-
body Museum at Yale University 
Tickets are now on sale for the and given the title of "Dog of 
Sweetheart's Ball. They may be the Age." She has a great love 
obtained from the brothers or for animals, and still has two 
at the table in front of the Union I Shetland ponies which she mainly 
desk. The price is $3.00 per keeps for her grandchildren. 
couple. The dance will run from 
9-1 with extended curfews for We could go on and on about 
girls. There will be two full bars the adventures of "Our'' Mrs. 
set up in the Hillside Cafeteria. Stevens for the life she calls 
"fun" has been in interesting The brothers are looking forward 
to seeing you there. one. 
The brothers would also like We, the Sisters of Delta Phi 
to congratulate Brother Schultz Zeta, are very proud and hon-
on getting his haircut. ored that we coulclt1~ been a 
part of this life. :r,1rs. ' Stevens 
has given so much to all of us, 
Pi Theta Phi 
by Donna Hendrickson 
The brothers and sisters extend 
an invitation to all physical ther-
apy majors to a Cocktail Party, 
Friday, Feb. 10, at 8:00 in the 
Chapter room of Pi Theta Phi, 
Dorm l6B. This is the first rush 
party and it is imperative that 
you attend so that we might have 
a chance to meet you and an-
swer any questions you may have 
about the fraternity. If you can-
not possibly attend contact our 
president, Pat Ritchen at 3786, 
Dorm 18, so that we will know 
you are interested. 
The second rush party will be 
held Wed., Feb. 15, our tradi-
tional Spaghetti dinner at Cod-
dington. Transportation will be 
provided. 
that no matter how far we roam, 
our appreciation and love for 
her will never end. 
We also urge you to come up 
to the house anytime if you have 
any questions about the frater-
nity. 
On Feb. 7, a movie, which was 
open to anyone interested, on 
"Kinetics and Orthotics for Func-
tion" was shown. It provided a 
little more insight into the field 
of rehabilitation. Four more 
movies are scheduled between 
now and the end of April dealing 
with various topics of interest to 
the physical therapist. 
The fraternity had a guest 
speaker at their meeting on Wed., 
Feb. 8. A topic of general medical 
interest, cancer of the breast and 
vagina, was presented by a doc-
tor from the Ithaca community. 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WITHIN WALKING lOBSTANCIE 
SANDWICHE~ COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
IFRIEIE DIELOVIERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
MON - SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
CaU 272-1379 
STUDY YIEAIR. AIBIR.OAI!) UN 
SWIEDIEN, !FRANCIE OR Sl?ABN 
College ?????, junior year abroad and gradu-
ate programs. $1500 guarantees round trip 
flight to Stockholm, Paris, or Madrid, dormi-
tories or apartments, two meals daily, tuition 
payed. 
Write, SCANSA 
50 Rue Prosper Legonte, Antony, Paris, France 
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Happy Valentines Day 
LOOKING fOR SELF-FULFILLMENT? 
SHIERUT lA'AM - ISRAEL 
MAY BE YOUR ANSWER 
TO: Sherut La'am (Service to the People) 
515 Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
I am a graduate - undergraduate (underline one) between 
19. 30 and would like you to send me, without obligation, 
FREE information telling how I can serve a full year in 
Israel for only $670 which includes round trip fare. (A lim-
ited number of long-term loans are available). I understand 
a knowledge of Hebrew is not a prerequisite. 
NAME (PLEASE PRINT) 
STREET·ADnRESS········ ··································PHoiii.<o~u~~~ 
CITY STATE ZIP 
FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups af 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSIDE 
IRIESTA.lURANil" 
l:lmlra Road and Moadow St. 
where tho GOOD fcod 1G 
Hoopsters Win A Close One 
by Alox Block 
Feb. 7-Battling to t.heir second Grege Albano with 22 and 19 
win in a row, the It.haca College points respectively. Leading the 
Bombers tonight defeated Clark, Bombers in rebounding were Don 
WI CB-FM 
0 program.1ng 
son, 78-69. For the Bombers top Barhenberg and Albano with 11 Thursdoy, Fob. 9 
scorers were Mike Steele and and 7 rebounds respectively,. 6:00 Sign-on and News 
Discussion 
Outstanding as well for 1thaca 6: 15 Mutual News Commentary-George Hamilton Combs 
were Don Andrejko with five 6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT-liost Jim Poole 
assists and Dave Barton who stole S:00 News 
the ball from opposition five 8:05 SHOWTIME-"Subways Are For SleepinPj"-starring 
Last Sunday evening DISCUS- times. Sydney Chaplin, Carol Lawrence and origmal Broad-
SION was heard on WICB radio. Saturday night the Bombers de· way Cast 
feated Rochester Institute of 9:00 ESCAPADE--host Rich Newberg 
This is the weekly presentation Technology, 86-85. The Bombers lZ:00 Rock Music 
of conversation on issues of sig. led all the way, blowing a 15 2:00 Sign-off 
nificance to the campus. This past point lead in the closing minutes Friday, Feb, 10 
week, three Ithaca College for. and scrambling for victory. 6:00 Sign-on and News 
eign students discussed what it's In an unusual situation, Dave 6:20 HOCKEY-Ithaca College vs. Salem State-live 
Barton shot a last minute foul to from Lynah Rink 
like being foreign in America. win the game on what was ac- 9:00 ESCAPADE-host Ed Tobias 
Tesfaye Taddese of Ethiopia, tually a foul to both Barton and 12:00 THE WORLD OF JAZZ-host Jeff Sedwin 
Daniel Czamanski of Israel, and Stan Pratt, 2:00 Sign-off 
Simon Kamuyu of Kenya were Coach ;1Iur~t called these well- Saturday, Feb. 11 
the participants in this half hour earned victones and wai: report- 6 a.m. Rock Music with Jeff Heisley 
show. They related their experi- edly happy to be on. his hOme 10:00 Rock Music with Charlie Boyer 
ences in America to producer hardwood after drubbing at the 12:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA-host Rick Hart 
host Steve Schiffman, There were hands of Oswego. 3 :00 FOLK MUSIC ITHACA-host Bob Shulman 
4:50 HOCKEY-Ithaca College vs. Boston State-live from problems, some of which present· Lynah Rink 
ed difficulty in adjustment. For TV Round Table 7:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA-host Chuck Turner 
example, the. language was, at 10:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA-host Dave Brown 
first, of major concern. Hosts Ch I • 2 :00 Sign-off 
All three students criticized Op Qin$ Sunday, Feb. 12 
the United States for its super-
ficial attitudes. When some one 
says, "hello," half the time he 
doesn't mean it. "You shake 
hands with someone, and they 
don't even know you're there." 
It's a serious problem, because 
people are constantly trying fo 
be something they're not. 
Next week, the trio will be 
back for another round of ques-
tions and answers. DISCUSSION 
is heard Sundays at 11:05 pm 
on WICB AM and at 8:05 Mon-
day's on WICB FM. 
Valentine Greetings 
are said beautifully 
through poetry. 
We have an array of other 
gifts suitable for giving a 
SPECIAL VALENTINE 
Corner Book Store 
109 N. Tioga St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
A 
COMPLm 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
'V 
HICKEY1S 
MUSIC STORE 
20.1 South Tioga St. 
fff.aca AR 2-8262 
The youth of today asks many 
questions. How well are these 
questions answered? How well 
are youth's problems solved? 
Three Ithaca College chaplains 
and a unitarian minister will 
share their thoughts on TV Round 
Table, a special program to be 
telecast t.his coming Thursday, 
February 9th, at 7:30 p.m. thru 
the facilities of Ithaca College 
Television, cable channel 2. 
Don Martin will moder.ite TV 
Round Table and his guests will 
be The Reverend George E. 
Clarkson - protestant chaplain, 
The Reverend William Graf -
Catholic chaplain, Rabbi Morris 
Goldfarb-Jewish chaplain, and 
The ~verend Richard S. Gilbert 
-Unitarian minister. 
Immediately following the 
above program at 8:30 p.lll. the 
Best of 311 will be shown. This 
is a program of three short 
features consisting of skiing, sky 
diving and an original dramatic 
sketch with a novel twist. 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braciole 
120 Third Street 
9:00 MUSIC FOR A SUNDAY MORNING 
12:00 News 
12 :05 MASTER CONTROL-a crime prevention special 
featuring a special youth emphasis--presented by 
the Southern Baptist Convention 
12:30 
3:00 
6:00 
8:45 
9:00 
11:05 
WEEKEND PANORAMA-host Stu Hillner 
WEEKEND PANORAMA-host Ken Hoffman 
WEEKEND PANORAMA-host Dee Adams 
COMMUNITY REPORT 
AL ROSEN ROCK SHOW 
VOICES OF VISTA with Herb Oscar Anderson and 
special__guest Tommy Roe 
11: 10 AL ROSEN ROCK SHOW 
2 :00 Sign-off 
Monday, Feb. 13 
6:00 Sing-on and News 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary-George Hamilton Combs 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT-host Rich Seewald-
featured work-Stravinsky "Le Rossignel" 
8:00 News 
8:05 DISCUSSION 
8:30 HERE COMES THE BAND-a presentation of Radio 
Nederland featuring music by the Amsterdam Police 
Band , 
8:45 GUEST STAR-Ray McKinley Orchestra 
9:00 ESCAPADE-host Chuck Pollock 
12:00 Rock Music 
2:00 Sign-off 
Tuesday, Feb. 14 
6:00 Sing-on and News 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary-George Hamilton Combs 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT-host Jane Field-
8:00 
8:05 
10:00 
12:00 
2:00 
featured work-Brahms "Quintet in F Minor for Piano 
and Strings" 
News 
BASKETBALL-Ithaca College vs. Utica 
ESCAPADE-host Jerry Casbolt 
Rock Music 
Sign-off 
Wednesday, Feb. 15 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
8:00 
8:05 
8:30 
9:00 
12:00 
2:00 
Sign-on and News 
Mutual News Commentary-George Hamilton Combs 
AFTER DINNER CONCERT-host Al Hyman-fea-
tured work-Falla "Nights in the Gardens of Spain" 
News 
VOICES OF VISTA-starring Clark Terry with the 
John Cacavas Orchestra 
THE BEST OF THE NEW ALBUMS-"Je m'appelle 
Barbra"-Barbara Streisand 
ESCAPADE-host Don Berman 
Rock Music · 
Sign-off 
Thursday, Feb. 16 
6:00 ~ign-on and News 
T~ANK YOU 6:15 Mutual News Commentary-George Hamilton Combs 6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT-host Jim Poole--featured work-Mendelssohn "Symphony No. 4 in A 
Major" 
Ito everyone who has given us so muclli heUp 
on ~he pasll' 3 wee~s 
Th<e: /Crrime of Y oQJ/rr life 
ll.as1l' 3 Nigh«-s 
Oracle Scholarships 
8:00 News 
8:05 SHOWTIME--Leon Gluckman's ''Wait a Minim" 
starrin__g Andrew Tracy, Paul Tracy, April Olrich, 
Rigel Peg!"am and Original Broadway Cast 
9:00 ESCAPADE-host Rich Newberg 
12:00 Rock Music 
2:00 Sign-off 
Friday, Feb. 17 
6:00 ~i_gn-on and News . 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary--George Hamilton Combs 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT-host Al Toman-
featured work-Richard Strauss "Symphonia 
Domestica" 
8:00 News 
8:05 NEW YORK FARM BUREAU REPORT 
8:10 U.S. AIR FORCE PROFILE 
8:15 U.S. AIR FORCE COUNTDOWN 
8:30 THE STATE OF THE UNNERSITY-State Univ. of 
N.Y. at Buffalo 
9:00 ESCAPADE-host Ed Tobias 
12:00 THE WORLD OF JAZZ-with Jeff Sedwin 
2 :00 Sing-off 
Ski Team Going Down Hill! 
(Looks Good) 
JRombeir9 s Meet Def eait 
At Oswego 
Take a break from studying ! ! ! 
GOOD FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES 
Try some of our delicious varieties of Subs 
Sandwiches •.. (Steak ones too') 
Onion Rings 
[L & S CGiriry Out & IR.esaumunfr 
122 S. Cayuga St. 273-4956 
!FAMOUS !BRANDS 
Ski !Parrtas - Stretch !Pants - Sweaters 
!Poles 
- Gloves 
Boob Skis 
and many other winter items 
IFIEIBRUAIRY 811'h - FEBRUARY 20th 
'U'aUce Advanflage of These Wonderful Values ! 
\ 
CORNER STATE & CAYUGA 
Telephone AR 2-9361 
delighted Laker fans chanted 
"We want a 'hundred" until their 
home tovm heroes reached that 
magic plateau. 
Chalk up one disaster for the 
Bombers. 
Ithaca (66) 
Albano 
Andrejko 
Bar hen berg 
Barton 
Burr 
G 
2 
F 
6 
0 
3 
TP 
Dirk 
J. Gust'fson 
W. Gust'fson 
Miller 
Pratt 
Truhn 
Steele 
Oswego (102) 
Adams 
Engle 
Fix 
Forster 
Fuller 
Kershnar 
Klotz 
Nelson 
Rollins 
Smith 
Vredenburg 
Wilson 
1 
1 
1 
4 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
6 
G 
1 
8 
5 
3 
2 
0 
2 
1 
0 
4 
2 
12 
1 
0 
6 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
8 
F 
1 
4 
2 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
4 
Spotlight 0011 
Wrestling 
by Larry Hinton 
10 
2 
5 
3 
8 
12 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
20 
T 
3 
20 
12 
10 
15 
0 
4 
2 
0 
11 
7 
26 
During the week of January 
30, the varsity and freshman 
wrestling squads saw action on 
two occasions. One meet was held 
in the South Hill Gymnasium on 
Wednesday, as both teams took 
on small college power Lock 
Haven State. Three days later, the 
wrestlers took to the road for 
meets against Brockport. As a 
result of the week's activity, the 
frosh record dropped to 2-3, 
while the varsity log became 3-1. 
In the varsity encounter against 
Lock Haven, the visitors jumped 
out to a quick lead and were 
never headed. Bob Franciamone, 
·@l\lE~BRcJRY 
~ Ki l§rij~t.Q) 
Martins 
Candy & Card Shop 
Triphammer Shopping 
Center 
1rompkons 
l?hoi"og li'(!Jphy 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 IE. State St. 
272-3000 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Serve You 
lde's !Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
"'irlhie [O)e[l'lb,y 
Cocktail lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272·9715 
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senior co-captain, accounted for 
the first Bomber poiAts as he 
scored a 10- decision over Jim CLASSIFIED ADS 
Sanderson in the 137 pound \ l·,:-,Tl•;ltJJ,\ y w.,., th,• hor•,t,B lurthduy: 
match. Fellow native Mike Turco ~,""'' 1"'" from !'ooh' followed Bob to the mats and also 
won by decision. The highlight \\' \XTl·,11 --H,,, .. ti ·"'rrn,•r (or Syrac.H,o 
of the meet was the 177 pound 
battle between Ithaca's Gary 
Foote and Wilkes Tournament I Tl:!. 1;111·.I' llt)l'"i rtP,h pro;;ram IS 
Champion John Smith, who was ., , .. 1 ,,.,<1, r ".,, 
undefeated coming into the ,---- -
match. Foote came through with ,·, I, \ !(J-:1 Coit!J ll'C,i! !or som,, lcmd•, 
a 4-2 triumph to cut the gap to or ' 1" 11 ~· ,,,, .. ,., 
21-9. Unfortunately, the match --------
had been lost by this time and 1' 1''"H'1 \TIO:>: .i1<ou1• 
l'I..\~'··dl·'IEI1 .\l)!--. ():,.;'J.,y 
at the conclusion of the meet, the 
score read: Lock Haven 24, Ithaca , 
College 9. 
Saturady night's venture to 
Brockport proved a little more 
I;,, pl'r 11111', 1,i,· m1n1mum 
f':dl .!7.IP 'l'.!(J7 or 
H.horn J 11·1 \\"1•i.t 'l'o\,.~r 
rewarding. The home squad for- 11.\l'l'Y HI!lTlll>\Y .,n.i lot•, of ltn·. 
feited the 123 pound match and,, :\!om Frnrn ti"• ~ !'ooh•, ru1<J tho 
the Bombers had a lead that they ;~.Ln;.~ 
never relinquished. That 5-0 lead -------------
was padded by three consecutive ,-;s:<H>ET~1;; has " truck thr.t is mii.;ht-
1,·r 1hnn thl• hnnd J.C. victories. Joe Ferruchi and 
Turco won by decisions, while 
sandwiched in between those I II ,,_\ Y-llnppy B,rthday ~la.rrlyn. 
matches was a pin by Francia-
mone. In the 160 pound class, HAPPY v.11,E:>:Tr:-;1,·s DAY to Terry, 
Howie Peirano made his first ap-
pearance of the year and came 
out a 7-2 winner. 
~lrfi lioJ..:un, !\lr. Bnhnr :3.iil1B Mocker, 
~r1.,"l Stu,.o:, all the Sngn people nnd 
all my other favorito people Paula 
FREE GAS 
Wookly Drawing for 5 Gallonu of Gau 
AT 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC 
(Comer of Green ond Coyugc) 
AR 2-2600 
Every dollar :pent gives you a chance to thhs special offer 
for IC Gtudents. 
Whet "Wou ssoll "Wo" Guarantoo 
This Week's Winning Ticket-015594 
fitolberrfr St !Boothrroydl 
.Agency llll'DCo 
Sound Insurance for Every Need • Carefully Written 
Conscientiously Serviced 
Phone 272-8100 
312 IE. Seneca St. Dthaca, N.Y. 
THE 18 (Q) X C A IR. HAS NOTHING 
AGAINST ROCK AND ROLL 
(Thursday nights and Friday afternoons) 
Why not show your date that you know how to ad 
with short hair, too. 
SMOOTH MUSIC FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS--9 - 1 
Friday Night Featuring Rick Jay 
0 
"THE MAGICIANS" - 9 - 11 
Route 13 and Dryden Road 
0 
Let Connie Lou Horvath 
Ithaca College '67 
help you with your gift 
selections at 
Connie Lou 
Horvath 
Al 11"MAN & GREIEN 
Jewelers 
Frank Hammer, Successor 
144 S. State St. - - AR 2-1 81 0 
OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M. Frank Hammer 
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Swimmers Sink 1. Blair O 2. Stam 0 1:53-5 Dntermural All-Stars Vie Tonight 
8 n Oneonta PooD, 
Score, 70 - 24 
Last Friday the Ithaca College 
Men's Swim Team traveled to 
Oneonta for a meet. They were 
defeated by a score of 70-24. One-
onta took all available first places 
but one. 
Dave Humphrey, a diver, took 
the only first place for the Itha-
cans. His dives earned him a 
total of 178.55 points for a new 
school record. 
For the first time this year, 
·wayne Kaler was defeated in the 
200 yard butterfly. Ted Bears, of 
Oneonta beat him. Bears, a senior 
has never lost this event in col-
lege competition. 
Kim Blair, a freshman at One-
onta, swam for two firsts, one a 
pool record, in the 100 and 200 
yard freestyles. Blair had applied 
to Ithaca but was refused. 
Ithaca's top swimmer, Al Gan-
tert, captured two seconds in the 
200 yard Individual Medley and 
the 200 yard backstroke. 
The next meet for the team 
is tomorrow at Montclair. 
RESULTS 
400 yard Medley Relay 
Oneonta 
200 yard freestyle 
4:03.7 
3. Vollmer 1 
50 yard freestyle 
1. Christy 0 :23.9 
2. Ernisse I 
3. Cancro 1 
200 yard Individual Medley 
1. Dymond O 2:17.5 
2. Gantert 1 
3. Buckingham 0 
Diving 
1. Humphrey 1 
xz 
178.55 
school record 
2. Ahern O 
3. Cancro 1 
200 yard butterfly 
1. Bears O 2:12.9 
2. Kaler 1 
100 yard freestyle 
1. Blair O :53.5 pool record 
2. Stam 0 
3. Ernisse 1 
200 yard backstroke 
I. Hanley 0 
2. Gantert 1 
3. Miller 1 
50 0yard freestyle 
I. Christy O 
2. Sioonolfi O 
3. Vollmer 1 
200 yard breaststroke 
1. Hahmann 0 
2. Nettles O 
3. Adams 1 
400 yard freestyle relay 
Oneonta 3:58.8 
2:26.9 
5:23.3 
WINTER SPORTS HEADQUARTERS 
Ski Pants, Sweaters, Afterski Boots 20% Off 
JOIN THE SNOW GROUP 
SNURF 
Surf on Snow with a Snurf Board 
420 Eddy St., Ithaca, N.Y. Phone AR 3-3030 
by T. I. Hulk 
Tonight in the South Hill Gym-
nasium, the Mens' Intramural All-
star Basketball games will be 
held. The games join the star 
hoopsters of the Coast, Colonial, 
and Pacific Leagues to fonn the 
rosters of four all-star squads, 
in hopes to bring to the specta-
tors, basketball at its "near" fin-
est. 
All star Game One will see the 
forces of Team #1 face strong 
opposition in All-star quint #3, 
at 7:30 p.m. Then, at 8:45, Game 
Two poses to be a fine contest, 
as Team #2, led by Scott Fuller, 
the leagues leading scorer (122 
pts.), faces the stalwarts of Star 
Team #-
Coast League 
Association 
Pi Lam 
Twine Ticklers 
Dynamites 
86'ers 
Hot-shots 
Losers 
Summer School 
Scoring Leaders: 
Won 
7 
7 
5 
5 
5 
2 
1 
0 
1. Waterbouse-97 pts. 
2. Cronkite-83 pts. 
3. Hoffman-81 pts. 
Pacific League 
C.B.'s 
007's 
Whistling Moons 
Expendibles 
Camel Herders 
Pick-ups 
D K"B" 
Phy K's 
Scoring Leaders: 
8 
7 
4 
4 
2 
2 
1. Fuller, S.-122 pts. 
2. White-73 pts. 
3. Fuller, R.-63 pts. 
Colonial League 
Dark Horses 
DK "A" 
8 
6 
Lost 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
6 
7 
8 
1 
1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Forfeit 
Forfeit 
0 
2 
~JPt" SO ELSE~C.E 
TAVERN 
108 N. AURORA ST. 
"HAPPY" 
... to serve you 
;: ;: -I ~ 
"' 
., 0 
n n :;: 
,? D 01' 0-UA CA ~ z n 0 !:!. ft :< 0 0 ~ 
m 
-
0 
<COll.!LIEGtE ,Do c;:> 
u, 
0 
BENCHWARMERS 
.!JACKETS 
REG. $19.88 
$]2.00 
THIS WEEK ONLY 
V 
a-OAHU)lL[O)'~ ~~~ 
106 N. Cayuga St. 
Firehouse 
Mixed-up 
Bushwackers 
Re-mouse 
3+2 
P:H.'s 
Scoring Leaders: 
5 
5 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 
5 
6 
6 
7 
1. Adams--80 pts. 
2. Lippman-78 pts. 
3. McCauley-76 pts. 
All-Star Team Rosters: 
Team #1 
Dave Mosher 
Dick Wyman 
Pete Cowan 
Dick Bogardis 
Jim Cronkite 
Russ Marron 
Earl Williams 
Lance Hyde 
Ken ·wallace 
Bill Brown 
Lapierre 
Ambler 
Team #2 
Bill Waterhouse 
Tim McNeill 
Dave Casey 
Dick Baker 
George Kiley 
Butch Risley 
Bob Zuraw 
Carl Schwarts 
Scott Fuller 
Ron Fuller 
Team #3 
Lee Denman 
Dave Pepin 
Maurise Hickey 
Jeff White 
Ray Shattls 
Losers 
Summer School 
Pi Lam 
Association 
Hot-SbOts 
Twine Ticklers 
Dynamites 
86'ers 
Whistling Moons 
007's 
Camel Herders 
Expendibles 
C.B.'s 
Pick-ups 
Steve Schwartzreich 
John McCauley DK "A" 
Moe McCloskey 
Doug Busch 
Bob Swalling 
Team #4 
Busbwackers 
Bob Clark Re-mouse 
Dick Nevin 
Jerry Raym 
Sandy Page 
Bill Sweet P.H.'s 
Forest Cary 
Rich Hinell 
Dick Cella 
Firehouse "5" 
Ed Kowalski 
Ron Babbit 
Ron Doyon 
Dark Horses 
John Kingdon 
Intramural Basketball 
(Feb. 3, 1967) 
RE-PLAY 
Mixed-up 
standings 
Bob Zuraw-26, Larry Hayes-16, 
Carl Scbwartz-16, Ken Pease-18, 
Sam Strauss-12, and Carl Mesmer-
16 equals the 007's-104, and the 
Pick-ups-30. 
Let's give the defeated credit 
too! It takes courage for a team 
to keep on trying, even though 
all hope for success is gone. 
Congrats and Good Luck to those 
who stick with it!-Losers, Pick-
ups, P.H.'s, 3+2, and especially 
to you, Summer School. 
Rumor has it that the DB's are 
a little worried--Some "group" 
or "green moutain boys" have a 
chance, and all want that title ! ! ! 
Sports Scope 
by Alex Block 
HOCKEY, THE IN SPORT FOR 1967. (L.A.B.) 
Hockey, ~thac:i, College style, has all the enjoyable clements 
o_f moder!1 society 1f ?De looks hard enough through an imagina-
ttvt; !ookmg glass: v1~lencc, suspense, where the action is, com-
pet1t1on, crime, anguish, speed, power and brutality. 
~t is_ a contt;st of modern man, in up to da,te equipment, 
battlmg Jt _out with the oldest of weapons-the club, or in this 
case the stick. 
Ithaca College hockey has managed to capture all the 
aspects of the ga~e; fr~m caveman brutality to the grotesque 
beauty of power m motion. 
· Bodychecking, the practice of running the opponent into 
the ground. rather than giving up the puck ( even though you 
may h_ave littl~ or no chance for the puck yourself) is a regular 
and highly skilled appendage of this brutal sport. 
I have never been an avid hockey fan; it wasn't played 
on a spectator basis much in my area, and I did not fully un-
derstand all of the rules. 
Yet when I entered Linah rink to catch a few minutes of 
the action, I found myself totally fascinated. 
As if taken back to !he coliseum in the glorious days of 
Ne~o I ~as transformed mto .a. bloodlusting Roman receiving 
sat1sf~ct10n out of human sacnf1cc. It was the guy cheering for 
the hon. 
. T~e Bombers were my lion. The opposition was the sniveling 
Chr1st1a:n. 
Modern _man, the far advanced creature that he is, has 
learned _to enJoy mass bloodletting in a more sophisticated man-
ner. It 1s no longer necessary to kill the victim as long as you 
leave him totally demoralized. ' 
If you have frustrations that you do not know what to 
do with, and you can not find a Roman orgy to attend stop 
by Linah rink and enjoy ... I will see you there. ' 
Wrestlers Hammerlock Lock Havell'D 
Foote and Neil DeRosa rounded 
out a fine team performance by 
winning decisions. The final re-
sult was the only easy win that 
the varsity team has scored so 
far-25-a. 
While the upperclassmen were 
splitting their matches, the frosh 
dropped both of theirs. Against 
Lock Haven, a bad break in the 
final bout resulted in a 20-18 set-
back. Four wins and a draw in the 
first eight matches gave the 
Bombers a slim 18-15 advantage. 
Winners were Rich Goodman, 
Tom Hockfelder, Wes Kissel, and 
Don Menges, while Bill Meisner 
was involved in a 44 tie. Then, 
Phil Pellegrino went to the mats 
for the Bombers to try to main-
tain that lead, but be suffered 
a knee injury and the match was 
awarded to Lock Haven by de-
fault. Consequently, what could 
have been a fine win turned out 
to be a heartbreaking 20-18 de-
feat. 
On Saturday, the frosh again 
came out on the short end of the 
tally. Ithaca's only three winners 
were Goodman, Meisner, and Kis-
sel. Kissel and Goodman, wrestl-
ing in the 167 and 123 pound 
brackets, resepctively, won by 
pins, while Meisner decisioned 
his opponent, 7-1. The final score 
was 22-13. 
MAT NOTES: DeRosa's loss in 
the Lock Haven meet leaves 
Franciamone with the only un-
blemished record among the var-
sity grapplers • . . Franciamone 
picked up wins no. 25 and no. 26 
fo his varsity career . . . The 
frosh team has elected its co-
captains for this season. They are 
Wes Kissel and Marc Savett ... 
The return of Howie Peirano 
should add to the strength of the 
varsity team ... Next Wednes-
day, the varsity will take on 
Hartwick at 8:00 in the South Hill 
Gym ... The frosh will g() against 
Corning Community College in 
the 6:30 preliminary. 
Barnetts' Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
0 
''We're proud of 
our lube fobs" 
0 
Ted and Rollie 
the Genesee Moment~ 
TH£ ODC~tE: DREWINQ co~ INC,, ROCHESTER, "· v. 
